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The Fusulinids of the Des Moines 
Series of Iowa 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1932 the Iowa Geological Survey inaugurated an extensive 
study of the Pennsylvanian system of Iowa under the direction of 
Dr. A. C. Tester. Detailed stratigraphic studies were begun by ~1r. 
D. G. Stookey of the State University of Iowa, and I undertook the 
paleontological portion of the work. All the fusulinids described 
below were obtained by me during the summer field-season of 1932 
and 1933 from the Des Moines series of southeastern Iowa. Sam
ples ,vere collected from every fossiliferous horizon and locality 
found east of L11cas and Appanoose counties, and the collections 
obtained are believed to be fairly complete. 

The rapid evolution, the wide geographic distribution, and the 
excellent state of preservation of large numbers of the shells of 
these foraminifera are rapidly being demonstrated, and the value 
of this group of fossils for detailed correlation over wide areas as 
well as within restricted regions is fast becoming recognized. Al
though the Upper Carboniferous Fusulinidae of Europe and Asia 
have long received a great deal of attention, it is only within recent 
years that American forms have been given the consideration they 
merit. Modern American studies were inaugurated by the well
kno,vn monograph of Dunbar and Condra, ,vhich is concerned 
chiefly with middle and upper Pennsylvanian forms. Our knowl
edge of the biologic nature of the fusulinids is rapidly increasing 
and specific characters are becoming more and more clearly under
stood. .. 1.,;-.... :1 - • '.I 

With the exception of some representatives of W edekindelli1w 
e1ithysepta described below, all of the Iowa species which I am 
referring to the genus W edekindellina were obtained from a thin 
calcareous shale member of the middle portion of the Cherokee, 
about 1½ feet below a thin limestone, 35 feet below the White 

1 Published by permission of the Director of the I owa Geological Survey. 
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Breast coal. 2 1¥. euthysepta occurs also in an 8 inch shale bed locat
ed about 8 feet above the ,vhite Breast coal bet"'·een t,vo thin lime
stones. Associated with these species of W edekindellina, especially 
in the lower horizon, are many representatives of the genus Fusu
lina s.s.-this genus ranges throughout the remaining upper part 
of the Des Moines series. My study of these fusulinids indicates 
that the White Breast coal of Io,va is the stratigraphic equivalent 
of the so-called Coal No. 2 of the Liverpool formation of Illinois; 
that the fusulinid-bearing calcareous shale approximately 35 feet 
below the White Breast coal is very closely similar in age to the 
Stonefort limestone of the Tradewater for1nation of southern 
Illinois; that the so-called '' eighteen-foot limestone'' [18 feet above 
the l\!Iystic coal] is the approximate stratigraphic equivalent of the 
"roof-rock" of Coal No. 6 of Illinois; a11d that the so-called "fifty
foot limestone" [50 feet above the Mystic eoal] of Iowa is not 
greatly different in age from the Pawnee limestone of Kansas. 
Only one species is kno,vn from I owa that is referable to the genus 
Fusulinella, F. iowensis, n. sp. It came from near the base of the 
Cherokee in a limestone ,vhich forms the cap of an unnamed coal 
that is rather extensively mined in Jefferson and Davis counties; 
this coal lies about 20 feet above the l\'1ississippian limestone in 
southern Jefferson County and about 90 feet belo,v the White 
Breast coal. 

I wish to take this opportunity to aekno\vledge my indebtedness 
to Dean GEORGE F. I(AY, Director of the Iowa Geological Survey, 
,vho has promoted and encouraged this study and has made possible 
the necessary field work; to Professor C. 0. DUNBAR who has read 
the entire manuscript and has made many valuable criticisms; and 
to Dr. A. K. lVIILLER whose continued interest and advice were 
especially helpful. 

SYSTEMATI C PALEONTOLOGY 

Genus ,\7EDEKINDELLINA Dunbar and Henbest 

This genus ""'·as established by Dunbar and Henbest3 in 1930 
under the name W e<lekin,della with Fiisuli1ielki euthysepta' Hen-

2 Name given by Lugn in 1927 in his report on the Geology of Lucas County, 
Iowa, in the Iowa Geological Survey, volume 32, pp. 105-237. 

3 Dunbar, C. 0., and Henbest, L. G., The fusulinid genera F11.mlina, Fu.s1lli
nella and Wedekindella: ..t!ni. Jo1rr. Sci., ser. 5, vol. 20, pp, 357-364, 1930. 

4 The specific name was originally spelled '' euthusepta,'' but Pro.fessor C. O. 
Dunbar has kindly pointed out to me that Article 19 of the International Rules 
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best as the genotype, and with only one other species, Boultonia rawi 
Lee, referred to it. The name lVedekindella was preoccupied and 
the original authors5 proposed in 1931 to rename the genus Wede• 
kindia; this name was also preoccupied and in 1933 the genus was 
given a new name, W eAlekindellina, by its original establishers.6 

My concept of the genotype of W eAlekindelvina, Fusulinella euthy• 
septa, is based on Hen best 's original description and illustrations7 

(Henbest 's pl. 8, figs.' 6, 8, 8a, and 8b; and pl. 9, fig. 1, but not 
pl. 8, fig. 7, and pl. 9, figs. 2 and 5). 

The validity of the genus W ed ekin,dellina has been recognized by 
some students of Fusulinidae but by others the name has been 
placed in synonymy with other genera. It seems to me that forms 
of the type of Fusulinella euthysepta are so markedly different 
from those referable to well established genera that they should be 
recognized as represe11ting a distinct genus; I would place the fol• 
lowing American forms in lV ede.kindellina : Fusulinella min•u,ta 
Henbest of the 'l'rade,vater formation of I llinois; Wedekindell.a 
exce11,trica Roth and Skinner, lV. excentrica rnag1ia, R. and S., W . 
coloradoensis R. and S., W. colo1·adoensis perf orata R. and S. of the 
l\iicCoy formation of Colorado; vV edekindia henbesti Skinner of 
the Cherokee of Oklahoma; and the forms from the Cherokee of 
I owa described below as W edekinde;llina dunbwri, W. elfina, and 
W. iiwiform,is. As can be seen from this list, the genus Wede• 
kitidellina is widespread in North America, and further study will 
most probably r eveal even a greater geographic distribution; how• 
ever its stratigraphic range is limited and representatives of it are 
not known to occur in beds younger than the Cherokee nor in beds 
older than the middle of the Atoka of Oklahoma. 

On the basis of the original description and illustrations of the 
genotype, the specimens available for study, and the illustrations 
and descriptions of the species listed above, I have drawn up the 
following generic diagnosis of lV edekindellina: Shell small, sub• 
fusiform to fusiform, slender, elongate; mature specimens usually 
do not exceed 5 mm in length and 2 mm in width; form ratio of 

of Zoological Nomenclature and Opinion 36 permitted him and Mr. Henbest to 
change the spelling to ' ' euthyse,pta' '. 

5 Dunbar, 0. 0., and Hen best, L. G., W edek-vndia, a new fusulinid name : 
A.mer. Jour. Sci., ser. 5, vol. 21, p. 458, 1931. 

a Dunbar, C. 0., and Henbest, L . G., in Cushman, J. A., Foraminifera : 
Contr. Oushman Lab. Forwm. Besearoh, Special pub. no. 4, p. 134, 1933. 

7 Henbest, L. G., Fusulinellas from the Stonefort limestone member of the 
Tradewater formation: J 01vr. Pal., vol. 2, pp. 70-85, pls. 8-10, 1928 . 

• 
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mature specimens 1 :2.5 to 1 :5.0. Septa unfluted, straight or broad
ly curved. The septa are composed of four layers: the two outer 
layers ( anterior and posterior) are tectoria and are thicker near 
the base and thinner near the top of the septa where they continue 
onto the ''floors'' and ''roofs'' of the chambers to form the upper 
and lower tectorium respectively of the spirotheca; the anterior 
inner layer of the septa is the downward extension to the base of 
the septa of the tectum of the spirotheca; and the posterior inner 
layer is the downward continuation of the diaphanotheca of the 
spirotheca which may or may not extend entirely to the base of the 
septa. The spirotheca is composed of four layers: an upper very 
thick rather dense tectorium which is underlain by a still more 
dense and Yery thin layer, the tectum; a basal layer, tectorium, 
that is rather dense and thi11 and is overlah1 by a lighter and thicker 
layer, the diaphanotheca. The upper tectorium thickens rapidly 
from beyond the limits of the chomata to completely fill the cham
bers in the polar regions in all volutions except, in some forms, the 
inner one or two and/ or the outer one or two. Proloculum small; 
tunnel low and broad and its intersectio11 with axial sections usually 
irregular; tunnel bordered on either side by well denned asym
metrical ridges, chomata. 

lVedekindellina is perhaps more closely related to Fusiella8 than 
to any other recognized genus. Through the courtesy of Professor 
J. S. Lee of the National University of Peking I have had an op
portunity to examine t~'o of the figured types of Fusiella typica 
Lee and Chen of the Huanglung limestone (l\ifoscovian) of south
east China, the genotype of Fusiel"la, and I concur with these 
authors in their description of this species. Fusiella typica is quite 
distinct from any other recognized genotype, and no similar form 
is known from America. Typical representatives of lVedekindellina 
differ from this genotype of FtlSiella in that their spirotheca is com
posed of four layers ( an upper tectorium, a tectum, a diaphano
theca, and a lower tectorium) "vhcreas the spirotheca of Fusiella is 
composed of only three layers ( an upper tectorium, a tectum, and 

8 This genus was established by Lee and Chen (Lee, J". S., Chen, S., and 
Chu, S., The Huanglung limestone and its fauna: Mem. Nat. :Research Inst. 
Geol., no. 9, p. 107) in 1930, who designated as the genotype F11.siella typioa 
L. and C. of the Huanglung limestone (Moscovian) of southeast China. They 
also included in the genus F1t-siella pMailoxa L. and C. of the Huanglung 
lim:estone of southeast China, and stated that BoultCY1lti,a rawi Lee of the Penchi 
senes (Moscovian) of south Manchuria might l'epresent it; however, B. rawi 
more probably is a representative of the genus Wedekind.elUma . 

• • 
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a lower tectoriun1) ; the tectum of Fusiel"la probably corresponds to 
the tectum and diaphanotheca of W edekindellina. Also, representa
tives of Fusiella do not contain the heavy deposits of tectorium 
that tend to fill the chambers in the axial regions of W cdekindellina. 
In Fusiella the shells are shorter and more obese than are those of 
lVedekindellina, and the inner volutions of the two genera are 
somewhat different. 

Representatives of the genus W edekindellina can be readily dis
til1guished from those of Sch11,bertella by their much longer axis, 
smaller form ratio, more numerous volutions, and by the develop
ment of the tectorium of W edekiridellina that fills the chambers in 
the polar regions. Representatives of the genera FitSulina s. s. and 
Fusulinellc1, are as a rule much larger than are those of W edekindel
lina, they have fluted septa in at least part of the shell, and they 
lack the heavy tectorium of the axial regions found in species of 
W edekindellina. The relation between B ooltonia willsi Lee, the 
genotype of B oultonia Lee,9 and typical representatives of Wede
kindellina seem sufficiently distinct to avoid any possible confusion, 
for Lee states that the antetheca i11 Boultonia are regularly and 
gentl:f fluted, and his illustrations show that the axial region does 
not contain thick deposits of tectorium; also, the stratigraphic range 
of these t,vo genera is qt1ite different. In his original discussion of 
B. rawi, Lce10 compared that species with Ftt,Sulina exigua Schell
" 'ien-Staff11 (not F. vi,lgaris exigna Schcllwie11-Dyhrenfurth) from 

o The genus Boultonia was proposed by Lee (Lee, J . S., Fusulinidae of 
North China: Pa"laemtologia 81lrllioa,, ser. B., vol. 4, fasc. 1, p. 10) in 1927 
and B. willsi, Lee of the Uralian of South Manchuria was designated as the 
genotype--only one other species, B. rawi Lee of the Moscovian of South 
Manchuria, was referred to it. B . rawi has subsequently been referred by 
Dunbar and Henbest to Wedekindellim,a and by Lee and Chen to Fusiella. In 
1930 Galloway and Ryniker ( Ok"lalwma Geol. 8'Ulf'11ey, circular 21, p. 23) and 
in 1933 Dunbar ( in Cushman, J. A., Foraminifera, p. 132) placed BO'Utltoni,a, 
in synonymy with Schubertella. The very elongate and slender nature of the 
shells and the fluted septa of B. willsi, the genotype of Boultoni,a,, indicates 
to me that it is generically distinct from the genotype of Schubertella, and 
in 1933 Galloway (A Manual of Foraminifera, p. 400) accepted Boulto1llia, as 
a valid genus. 

1 0 Lee, J. S., Fusulinidae of North China: Pala~ontologi,a, Simca, ser. B., Vol. 
4, .fasc. 1, p. 12, 1927. 

11 The name Fit.Sulirn,a, exig1w Schellwien-Staff is a homonym of Fusulina 
11i1lgaris exigiui Schellwien-Dyhrenfurth according to Article 36 of the Inter
national Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, and the species figured and des
cribed by Schellwien-Staff as Ft"8ulim,a exigua and by Dunbar and Condra as 
Triticites exig111t1,,S is therefore without a valid name. I propose to call this 
species Triticites nebraskensis, and since the locality and horizon of Schellwien
Staff 's specimens was not given I wish to designate the specimens figured and 
described by Dunbar and Condra (Dunbar and Condra's pl. 8, figs. 1-5) from 
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Io,va, but he stated that it presented certain differences from the 
latter. Dunbar and Condra'' have shown that F. exigua Schell,vien
Staff has a different wall stn1cture than B. rawi, and that it oc
cupies a position much higher stratigraphically than B. raioi. 

Species of W edekindellina are not as easily distinguished from 
one another as are those of some of the other genera of the Fusu
linidae; this is due largely to their very small size, unfluted septa, 
and heavy deposits of tectorium ,vhich tend to hide the nature of 
the septa in the polar regions. In my collections from Io,va there 
are a number of specimens which present certain differences from 
the forms that are here recognized as distinct species but ,vhieh I 
do not feel justified at the present time to establish as types of 
separate species or varieties. Some of the characters ,vhich col
lectively are recognized to be of specific value are general size of 
mature specimens, form ratio during ontogenetic development, gen
eral outline of the shell, trace of the septa, number of volutions, 
number of septa per volution, axial fillings of tectorium, etc. 

WEDEKINDELLINA EUTHYSEPTA (Henbest) 1 
Plate XX, :figures 1, 2, 7, 91 12, 131 17, 22, 24-27 

Fusi,li,,ella euthusepta Henbest, 1928, Jour. Pal., vol. 2, pp. 80-
81, pl. 8, figs. 6-8, pl. 9, figs. 1, 2, 5. 

( ?) F11 s1,li1,ella e1,thusepta Gallo,vay and Ryniker, 1930, Oklahoma 
Geo!. Survey, Circular no. 21, pp. 25-26, pl. 5, figs. 6-11. 

( ?) Fusi,linella euthusepta Roth, 1930. Am. Assoc. Petroleum 
Geologists, Bull., vol. 14, p. 1261. 

( ?) Fusttlir,ella e1,thusepta 1 Roth, 1930, Am. Assoc. Petroleum 
Geologists, Bull., vol. 14, p. 1274. 

( ?) F 11.Sulina e•U,thusepta White, 1932, Texas Univ. Bull. 3211, pp. 
24-25, pl. 1, figs. 1-3. 

Wedeki'ndellina eit,thysepta Dunbar and Henbest, 1933, Contr. 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Research, Special Pub. no. 4, p. 134, 
I(ey, pl. 10, figs. 13-15. 

Shell minute, long, slender, and fusiform, ,vith sharply pointed 
poles. l\fature specimens of 71,,2 to 8 volutions measure 2.77 to 3.54 

the Avoca limestone, Richfield Quarry, 2½ miles south of Richfield, Nebraska, 
as the types of Trititici,tes nebraskensis. 

12 Dunbar, C. 0., and Condra, G. E., The Fusulinidae of the P ennsylvanian 
System in Nebraska: Nebraska Geol. Survey Bull. 21 aer. 2, pp. 111-113, pl. 8, 
figs. 1·5, 1927. 
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mm in length and 0.62 to 0.73 mm in width. Axis of coiling usually 
straight bl1t in some specimens slightly irregular. The rate of de
crease of the form ratio is rather uniform throl1ghol1t growth as is 
shown by the form ratio of about l :3.4 in the third volution, 1 :3.7 
in the fourth volution, 1 :4.0 in the fifth volution, 1 :4.5 in the sixth 
volution, and 1 :4.5 to 1 :5.0 in mature il1dividuals. The surface is 
smooth to irregular, and in some of the specimens the central por
tion is markedly inflated. 

The septa are rather thick. That part of the anterior tectorium 
,vhich is adjacent to the tectum is about equal in density to the 
diaphanothcca on the opposite side of the tectum, but it seems to be 
disconnected, at least in structure, with the diaphanotheca of the 
spirotheca of the succeeding chamber; this lighter part measures 
about 3.9 microns about mid,vay betwee11 the center and the poles 
in the seventh volution. l\.feasurements talcen about halfway be
tween the center and the poles in the seventh volution give thick
nesses for the anterior tectorium 7 .8 microns, for the diaphanotheca 
9.8 microns, and for the posterior tectorium 5.8 microns. The ex
ternal furro,vs are straight to sinuous and the septa are unfluted. 

The proloculum is oval to irregular in shape and the diameter 
measures between 30 and 45 microns with the maximum diameter 
apparently parallel to the axis of coiling. The successive volutions 
develop ,vith uniform increase in the height of the antetheca, and 
the nl1mber of septa increase rather rapidly i11 the first fot1r volu
tions and then remain fairly constant in the remaining volutions. 
The septal count of a sagittal section of a typical specimen is 10 
for the first Yolution, 12 for the second volution, 16 for the third 
volution, 20 for the fourth volt1tion, 22 for the fifth volution, 22 for 
the sixth volution, and 23 for the seventh volution. 

The four layers of the spirotheca or wall are not easily dis
tinguishable in all parts of the sections. The upper tectorium may 
be divided into an upper very dense part and a lower much clearer 
part; the lower part is about one-third as thick as the upper part. 
The diaphanotheca is only slightly, if any, less dense than the lower 
part of the upper tectorium. The lo\ver tectorium is very dense, 
and in some chambers it seems to be exceedingly thin or even absent. 
The thicknesses of three of the four layers of the spirotheca, 
measured in the seventh volution just beyond the limits of the 
chomata and beginning at the llpper side, are: upper tectorium 
10.0 micron;:;, di:iphanotheca 7 .8 microns, and lo,ver tectorium 4.0 
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microns. The upper tectorium, combined with the lo,ver parts of 
the tectoria of the septa, completely fills all chambers in the polar 
regions in all volutions except the last chambers of the last volution. 
In most parts of the sections the spirotheca appears as a rather 
thick layer bordered on both sides by thinner darker layers and 
containing near its center a very dark line. 

The cross section of the tunnel is very low and elo11gatc; it is 
about one-fourth as high as the septa and about one-sixth as high 
as long. The line of intersectio11 of the tunnel ,vith sagittal sec
tions is irregular and the tunnel angle measures about 23 to 30 
degrees. The tunnel is bordered on either side by an asymmetrical 
ridge with a sharply rounded crest which is about one-half the 
height of the chambers and about twice as ,vide as high. The floor 
of the tunnel is covered by a material about equal to the lower part 
of the upper tectorium in density and thiclmess, and this layer is 
higher in the center of the tunnel than near its borders. 

The specimens that I am referring ,vith question to this species 
are quite variable and all of then, may not be conspecific. They 
seem to be divisible into t,vo general types or groups but neither 
of these is precisely similar with Henbest's figured cotypes of }V. 
e,,thysepta. The specimens represented by figures 1, 2, 9, 17, and 
22 on plate XX illustrate one of these groups ,vhich is character
ized by a long slender uniform shell, a large tunnel angle, and 
straight external furro,vs. The specime11s represented by figl1res 
7, 12, 13, and 24-27 on plate XX illustrate the second qf my groups 
which is characterized by long slender irregular shells ,vhieh are 
distinctly inflated in the central portion, and by very irregular 
external furrows. In the fignre cotypes of W. e,,thysepta, ,vhich 
come from approximately the same horizon as my forms, the shell, 
though long and slender, has a larger form ratio than any of my 
specimens and it is larger at maturity and has a greater 11umber 
of volntions. It seems to me rather doubtful if all of the specimens 
from Oklahoma, Texas, South Dakota, and Colorado that G·allo,vay 
and Ry,1iker, White, and Roth have referred to lV. euthysepta are 
conspecific ,vith the figured cotypes of that species, but I can not 
express a definite opinion in regard to their specific alffinities with
out having an opportm1ity to examine either the cotypes or the 
Oklahoma, Texas, South Dakota, and Colorado specimens. 

Occurrence.-Specimens which I am referring ,vith question to 
this species have been found very abundantly in a calcareous shale 
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immediately below a thin limestone ledge approximately 35 feet 
below the "\\7hite Breast coal in the west road-ditch on the east line 
of Lucas County, Iowa, near the top of a north-sloping hill, east 
center SE¼ sec. 1, T. 73 N., R. 20 W. (pl. XX, figs. 2, 7, 9, 12, 
13, 17, 24-27) ; from the same horizon on the south bank of a west
flowing creek, 10 feet above the creek bed, 75 yards south of County 
road L, ½ mile west of Lovilia, Monroe County, Iowa, NE¼SW¼ 
sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 W. (pl. XX, fig. 22) ; and sparingly from 
a shale between tv.ro thin limestone layers 8 feet above the White 
Breast coal, in the bed of a small creek in the southeast corner NE¼ 
sec. 10, T. 70 N., R. 11 W., Van Buren County, Iowa (pl. XX, 
fig. 1). The cotypes came from the Tradewater formation of south
ern Illinois; also Galloway and Ryniker have referred specimens 
to this species from the Atoka formation of Oklahoma, White re
ferred specimens to this species from the Millsaps formation of 
Texas, and Roth ref erred specimens to this species from beds of 
Cherokee age of South Dakota and Colorado. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 975-982, 
990-995; the figured specimens are Nos. 990, 992-994, 978-982. 

WEDEKINDELLINA DUNBARI Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XX, figures 3, 6, 15, 16, 20, 21 

Shell minute, elongate, uniformly fusiform; poles sharply point
ed; external furrows faint. Mature specimens of 8 volutions are 
2.85 to 3.0 mm in length and 0.71 to 0.80 mm in width. The form 
ratio is about 1 :3.2 in the third volution, 1 :3.4 in the fourth volu
tion, 1 :3.5 to 1 :3.8 in the fifth volution, and 1 :3.4 to 1 :4.0 in mature 
forms. Axis of coiling essentially straight. The profile through
out growth is rather uniform, but there is a slight inflation near 
the poles in some mature specimens. 

The thicknesses of the septa differ considerably in the different 
volutions and from the center to the poles in any one volution. 
This variation is due mainly to the variation in the thicknesses of 
the tectoria. The tectoria are rather dense; they thicken toward 
the base where they continue onto the "floors" of the chambers to 
form the upper tectorium of the spirotheca, and they become thinner 
near the upper portion of the septa where they continue at least 
partially onto the "roofs" of the chambers to form the lower tec
torium of the spirotheca. These layers of tectoria decrease in thick
ness anteriorly in the last volution, and they increase in thickness 
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in passing laterally from the center to the poles where they, com
bined with the upper tectorium of the spirotheca, completely fill 
the chambers in all volutions except the last two. The diaphano
theca is about equal in thickness to the diaphanotheca of the spiro
theca. The tectum is very thin and dense and is the downward 
extension to the base of the septa of the tectum of the spirotheca. 
The septa are unfluted and they are essentially straight throughout 
most of their length, but as they approach the poles they make 
sharp backward twists. There are about 13 septa in the second 
volution, 14 in the third volution, 15 in the fourth volution, 16 in 
the fifth Yolution, and 17 iii the sixth volution. 

The spirotheca or ,vall is composed of three complete layers and 
a fourth apparently incomplete layer. The upper tectorium is 
rather dense a11d is 12 microns thick in the fifth volution just be
yond the limits of the chomata, a11d it increases to the entire thick
ness of the chambers in the polar regions ,vhere this layer, com
bined with the tectoria of the septa, completely fills the chambers 
in all volutions except those of the last one or two. The diaphano
theca is about 12 microns thick in the sixth volution. The lower 
tectorium seems to be only a partial covering that does not span 
the ''roofs'' of all the chambers, and it is formed by the continua
tion of the tectoria of the septa. 

The prolorulum is sub-spherical; it has a small flattened area 
around the aperture, and it is about 35 microns in dicmeter. 

The cross section of the tunnel is elongate-elliptical. The tunnel 
does 11ot increase in size uniformly during ontogenetic development 
but in mature individuals it is about one-half the height of the septa 
and about one-third as high as ,vide. The line of intersection of 
the tunnel with axial sections is not regular, but a determination 
of the tunnel angle made in the last volution gives 14 to 22 degrees. 
The chomata have a very steep slope toward the tunnel and a more 
gentle slope to,vard the poles; these ridges are very faint in the 
earlier stagt's of growth but they arc about one-half the height of 
the chambers of the fifth and sixth volutions. 

In general external appearances and form ratios of mature 
specimens 1Vedekindellina ditnbari more closely resembles 1V. euthy
septa ( Hen best) than any other described species, but it differs 
from that form in that mature representatives of ll'. euthysepta are 
much larger than mature specimens of 1V. dun,bari, and the form 
ratios of successive volutions in ontogenetic development of 1V. dun
bari decrease gradually to maturity whereas the form ratios of 
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successive volutio11s of W. eiithysepta decrease rapidly to the 
seventh volution and then increase to maturity. W. du,nbari is 
relatively shorter and wider for corresponding volutions and has 
a smaller number of volutions than ll' . eiithysepta. 

Occurrence.-This species has been found in only a calcareous 
shale approximately 35 feet below the White Breast coal, in the 
west road-ditch, on the east line of Lucas County, Iowa, near the 
top of a north-sloping hill, east center SE¼ sec. 1, T. 73 N., R. 
20 ,v. (pl. XX, figs. 3, 6, 15, 16, 20, 21); and in the same horizon 
in the south bank of a small west-flowing creek, 10 feet above the 
bed of the creek, 75 yards south of County road L, ½ mile west 
Lovilia, NE~/4,SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 W., Monroe County, 
Iowa. 

Reposito1'1}.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 983-989 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 986-989. 

W EDEI(INDELLINA ELFIN A Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XX, figures 8, 10, 11, 18, 19 

Shell very mii1ute, sub-fusiform, with sharply poii1ted poles; 
central portion slightly inflated; external furrows shallow; axis 
of coiling straight to broadly curved. l\tiature specimens are about 
1.90 mm in length and 0.56 mm in width. The form ratio of mature 
specimens of 8 volutions is between 1 :3.3 and 1 :3.5. The form 
ratio for the third, fourth, and fifth volutions is 1 :3.3, showing a 
uniform rate of growth throughout the length of the shell. 

The septa are fairly straight except near the poles where they 
curve backward rather strongly. The two outer layers of tectoria 
are of about equal thickness ; they thin toward the top of the septa 
and they thicken toward the base of the septa. The line of separa
tion of the diaphanotheca of the septa and the posterior tectorium 
is somewhat indefinite, but the former layer can be distinguished 
from the latter by its slightly more nearly transparent nature and 
by its slightly more coarsely crystalline structure. The septal count 
for two typical specimens is 15 for the seco11d volution, 16 for the 
third volution, 19 for the fourth volution, 21 for the fifth volution, 
and 22 for the sixth volution. 

The proloculum is roughly a triaxial ellipsoid with the major 
axis parallel to the axis of coiling. The three axes, as measured 
from a number of sections, are respectively about 50, 40, and 30 
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microns in length. The inner three volutions are slightly more 
tightly coiled than the outer volutions. 

The spirotheca or wall is relatively thick. The upper tectorium 
is about 6.0 microns in thickness in the fifth volution just beyond 
the limits of the chomata; it is rather dense, and it, combined with 
the lower parts of the tectoria of the septa, thickens very rapidly 
from the outer limits of the chomata so that it completely fills 
the chambers in the polar regions of all volutions except the first 
two or three. The diaphanotheca is of about the same density as 
the lower part of the upper tectorium, and it is about 8.0 microns 
in thickness in the sixth vol11tion beyond the limits of the chomata. 
The lowest layer of the spirotheca, tectorium, is slight]y more dense 
than the diaphanotheca; it is ,vcll developed over the tunnel and 
is about one-half as thick as the diaphanotheca, but beyond the 
limits of the chomata it is very thin near the septa and is exceed
ingly thin or even absent in the mid-length of the chambers. 

The cross section of the tunnel is roughly elliptical in shape and 
it is about one-half as high as the septa and about one-half as high 
as long. The width of the tunnel varies considerably from one 
volution to the next and its intersection with an axial section is 
irregular; ho,vever, a determination made in the sixth volution 
gives a tunnel angle of 22 degrees. The floor of the tunnel is de
pressed and is covered by a part of the tectorium of the spirotheca 
of the preceding volution. The chomata are very low and broad. 

lVedelrindellina clfina is somewhat similar to W. 1nir1:uta (Hen
best) of the Tradewater formation of Illinois, but it differs from 
that species particularly in that its proloculum is smaller, mature 
specimens contain a larger number of volutions, and the ends of 
W. elfina are sharply pointed while those of lV. n1inuta are bluntly 
pointed. It seems to me that Henbest has included t,vo forms in 
lV. 1nin·u,ta., but neither of these is conspecific with W. elfina. lV. 
elfitUL differs from W. ·urvif ormis in that its central portion is in
flated whereas W. uniformis has a uniform profile, and the axial 
fillings of W. ttnif orntis are better Jcveloped in the early volutions 
than in W. elfina. 

Occurrence.-•vVedekindellina, elfina has been found only in a 
calcareous shale beneath a thin limestone 35 feet belo,v the ,,rhite 
Breast coal, in the ,vest road-ditch of the east line of Lucas County, 
Io,va, near the top of a north-sloping hill, east center SElj.1 sec. 1, 
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T. 73 N., R. 20 "\V. (pl. XX, figs. 8, 10, lJ, 18, 19) ; and in the same 
horizon in the soutl1 bank of a small west-flowing creek, 75 yards 
south County road L, 10 feet above the creek bed, ½ mile west 
Lovilia, ~Ionroc CoWlty, Io,va, NE¼SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 
vV. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 962-968 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 965-968. 

WEDEh..'"INDELLINA UNIFORl\'IIS Thompson, 11. sp. 
Plate XX, figures 4, 5, 14, 23 

Shell minute, uniformly fusiform, with moderately sharply point
ed poles; external furrows shallo,v. Mature specimens are about 
2.00 mm in length and 0.70 mm in width. The rate of growth is 
very uniforin throughout; the form ratio is 1 :2.6 in the third volu
tion, 1 :2.9 in the fourth volution, and 1 :3.0 in the fifth volution, 
and it remains constant in the outer portion of mature forms which 
consist of about 8½ volutions. The axis of coiling is straight. 

The septa are very thick. They are composed of four layers. 
The outer two layers are each much thicker than the two inner lay
ers combined. The combined thickness of these tectoria of the 
septa and the upper tectorium of the spirotheca completely fills 
the chamber in the polar regions in all volutions. The diaphano~ 
theca is of about equal thickness to the diaphanotheca of the spiro~ 
theca. The diaphanotheca of the follo,\Ting chamber seems to ex
tend about one-eighth the height of the septa down the anterior side 
of the tectt1m; this, however, may be considered as part of the 
spirotheca. The septa are unfluted and the external furrows are 
straight throughout the length of the specimen. There are about 
13 septa in the second and third volutions, 15 in the fourth volu
tion, 17 in the fifth volution, 18 in the sixth volution, and 22 in the 
seventh volution. 

The spirotheca or wall is very thick laterally from the tunnel 
and is made up of four layers. The upper and lower tectoria are 
rather dense and are the continuations of the tectoria of the septa. 
The upper tectorium is about 10 microns in thickness in the line of 
the tunnel of the sixth volution and thickens very rapidly until 
it completely fills the chambers in the polar regions; the lower 
tectorium is extremely thin and only appears as a slightly darker 
line at the base of the diaphanotheea. The diaphanotheca is about 
8 microns thick in the sixth volution and 12 microns thick in the 
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last chamber of specimens of seven and one-half volutions. In 
some specimens the lower part of the upper tectorium of the spiro
theca is about eq11al in density to the diaphanotheca, and the tectum 
appears as a dark line near the center of a thick homogeneous layer. 

The proloculu.m is essentially spherical and measures 35 to 40 
microns in diameter. The first four volutions are tightly coiled 
and the remaining volutions are more loosely coiled. The axis of 
the first volution in all specimens is at an angle to the axis of the 
remaining outer volutions and axial sections may appear as a 
sagittal section for the inner volution (see fig. 5, pl. XX). 

The cross section of the tunnel is sub-elliptical and is about one
half as high as wide and a little more than one-half the height of 
the antetheca. Each side of the tunnel is bordered, except in the 
last two volutions, by a very asymmetrical ridge, choma, that has a 
very steep slope next to the tunnel and a very gentle downward 
slope away from the tunnel. The floor of the tunnel is underlain 
by the upper layer, tectorium, of the spirotheca. The intersection 
of the line of the tunnel with axial sections is relatively straight 
for the genus, and determinations of the tunnel angle give 15 to 20 
degrees. 

W edekindellina unif orrnis seems to be more closely similar to W. 
elfina than to any other described species. lV. unif orrn,is can be 
distinguished from that species by its larger form ratio, more uni
form profile, thicknesses of the layers of the spirotneca, and the 
development of its early volutions. lV. uni[ orm1·s may be dis
tinguished from lV. mi'YIAJ,ta (Henbest) by its larger form ratio, its 
more sharply pointed poles, and its more numerous volutions; also, 
the general shape of the shell of these two species is different. 

Occurrence.-This species occurs sparingly in a calcareous shale 
35 feet belo\v the White Breast coal in the west road-ditch, on the 
east line of Lucas Cot1nty, Iowa, near the top of a north-sloping 
hill, east center SE¼ sec. 1, T. 73 N., R. 20 "\V. (pl. XX, figs. 4, 5, 
14, 23) ; and very sparingly in the same horizon on the south bank 
of a small \Vest-flowing creek, 10 feet above the bed of the creek, 75 
yards south of County road L, ½ mile west of Lovilia, l\rionroe 
County, Iowa, NE¼SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 V.l. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 969-974 
( cotypes) ; the :figured specimens are Nos. 972-974. 
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Genus FusULINELLA Moller 

The genus FUS1J,linella was established by Moller13 in 1877, but 
it was a year later1 4 before any species were referred by name to 
it; at this later time :i\lioller referred four species to the genus, but 
he did not designate a genotype. In 1906 Douville15 designated 
Ftl,S'Ulinella bocki, the first species described under the name Fusu
linella, as the genotype, and it is clear from Moller 's original 
generic diagnosis that this is the type of shell for which he founded 
the genus. One of the remaining three species referred to this 
genus by 1'ifoller in 1878, F. sphae;rica, has subsequently been made 
the type of the genus Stafjclla by Oza,va.16 This latter genus in
cludes at least one of the two remaining species described under 
Fusulinella by 1\iioller in 1878, Mewnia (Borelis) sphaeroidea 
Ehrenberg; the other one, F. bradyi Moller, has been referred by 
Galloway and Harlton to Orobia.s. 

In the Schellwien-Staff monographs, and some others, the name 
Fusulmella is used to refer to forms which are congeneric with 
Staffella sphaerica and quite different from l lusulinella bocki. 
Other paleontologists have used this generic name to designate 
forms now known to be congeneric with Fusul!ina cylindrica, the 
type of the genus Fusulina. The limits of the genus Fusul!inella 
have become clearer since the true nature of IJ'1"s-ulina cylindrica 
Fischer-de-"\V aldheim, the type of Fusulina, has been described by 
Lee11 and by Dunbar and Henbest.18 

The genus N eofusulinella ,vas proposed by Deprat19 in 1912 for 
an unnamed species of Fusulinidae '' dans les calcaires rapportes 
de Barn-Na-Mat ( entre Sam-Neua ct Luang-Prabang), par M. 

1a 11oller, V. von, Ueber Fusulinen und ahnliche F oraminiferen-Formen des 
russischen Kohlenkalkes: N e1,es Jahrb. Mm. Geol. 'Uffl,d Pal., Jahrg. 1877, pp. 
144-146. 

14 Moller, V. von, Die Spiral-Gewundenen Foraminiferen des russischen 
Kohlenkalks: Me?n. A.cad. Imp. Sci. St. P etersb01.irg, ser. 7, vol. 25, no. 9, 1878. 

1s Douville H., Les calcaires a Fusulines de l ' Indo-Chinc : Bull. Soc. Geol. 
France, ser. 4, vol. 6, p. 584, 1906. 

16 Oza.wa, Y., On the Classifieation of Fusnlinidae: Jour. Coll. Sl-i., I mp. 
Univ. Tolcyo, vol. 45, art. 4, p. 24, 1925. 

11 Lee, J. S., Fusulinidae of North China : Palaecmtologia Sitnica, ser. B, 
vol. 4, fasc. 1, pp. 32-35, 1927. 

1a Dunbar, C. O., and H enbest, L. G., The fusulinid genera F ii.stilina, F 11s1tli-
11ella and W edekindella : Am. Jo11rr. Sci., ser. 5, vol. 20, pp. 357-364, 1930. 

19 Deprat, J., Sur deux genres nouveaux de Fusulinides de l 'Asie orientale 
interessants au point de vue phylogenique: Com pt es B. A.cad. Sci., Paris, vol: 
154, pp. 1548-1550, 1912. 
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~fansuy"; i11 this same publication Deprat stated (page 1550): 
"En effet ii [ the fusulinid species for ,vhich he ,vas establishing 
the ne,v genus] se trouve dans les calcaires permiens a Doliolina 
lepida''. The following year Deprat'' described the species for 
,vhich he had originally founded the genns and two other ne,v 
species ,vhich he had encountered since he had established the 
genus. This ,vas the fi.Tst time that any named species ,vere re
ferred to this genus. It is clear that Deprat based his genns on a 
species from the Permian of Bam-na-mat between Sam-nel1a and 
Luang-prabang (Laos) that ,vas collected by M. Mansuy._ The 
three species first referred by name to this genus, N,;ofus,ili,,el/a, 
in 1913 by Deprat ,vere described in the follow:ing order: first, 
N . pra.ecursor Deprat from the base of the Moscovian of Cammon 
(Laos), second, N. la,,tenoisi Deprat from the Permian of Ban-na
mat (Laos) ,vhich ,vas collected by M. Mansuy, and third, N. 
schwagerinoides Deprat from the Moscovian of Cammon. Deprat's 
original diagnosis of the genus ,vas based on a single species for, 
,vhich he later coined the name N. /,aiitemoisi, and it clearly is the 
genotype of N eof,,s,uli,iel/,a. Gallo,vay and Ryniker'' have stated 
that the type of Neofu~uU,iel/a is N. praec,,rsor Deprat, the first 
species to be referrd by name to the genus. It is clear that N. 
praecursor and N. schwage>rinoides v.rere not included ii1 the original 
descriptio11 of the genus, and that N. lanten.oisi ,vas tho only species 
involved. Therefore, in accordance ,vith Article 30, I, ( c), and 
Opinion 46 of the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, 
N. /antenoisi Deprat is the gentoype of N eof1,sulin~//,a.. I11 Deprat 's 
fourth memoir on the family Fusulinidae (Men<. Service Geol. 
I,,dochi,ie, vol. 4, fasc. 1, 1915) he described three additional species, 
N . elon,gata,, N. gi1·audi and N. 1ni1tinta, from the Permian limestone 
of Cammon (Laos) under the name Neof,,s11li1iel/,a . One of these 
last three species described by Deprat, N. gi1·audi, has been made 
the type of a ne,v genus D epratel/,a by Oza,va.'' Oza,va stated that 
his genus can be distinguished from other genera of Fusulinidae by 
its very small size and Endoth,yra-Iike a.symmetrical early volu-

2 0 Depra.t, J., Les Fusulinid6s des Calcnires Carbonif8riens et Permiens du 
Tonkin, du Laos et du Nord-Annum: Mfm., Service Gi§ol. I ndochine, vol. 2, 
fasc. 1, pp. 40-44, 1913. 

21 Galloway, J. J., and Ryniker, C., F orrunini-fera from the Atoka formation 
of Oklahoma: Oklah01na Geol. S•ttruey, Circ. 21, pp. 22-23, 1930. 

22 Ozawa, Y., A 11cw genus, Depratella, a11d its relntion to E11dothyra: Co11tr. 
Cusl,ma·,~ Lab. Fora.1n. Research, vol. 4, pt. l , no. 55, pp. 9-10, 1928. 
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tions. It has been stated by Ozawa that the first three species re4 

£erred to the genus N eofus'u,lin,el'1z by Deprat have heavy deposi
tional layers [ tectoria] on the walls and septa and that they belong 
to the genus Fusu,linella, and that this genus DeprateU.a Ozawa 
lacked these deposition layers; this is probably true for N. praecur
sor and N. schwagerinoides of the Moscovian, but an examination 
of Deprat 's illustrations and descriptions of N. lantenoisi, the 
genotype of N eof usulinella, and N. giraudi, the genotype of De
pratella, leave no doubt that their wall structures as ,vell as other 
internal features are not materially different, and they are both 
from the same general stratigraphic horizon. It seems then that 
we m1.1st consider Depratella a synonym of N eofttsulinella. 

The species N. praecurs<>r and N. schwagerinoides are more close
ly related to the genotype of Fusulinella than to any other genotype. 
The form referred by Deprat to the genus Fusulinella in 1913, F . 
quadrata, is clearly more closely related to Staffella spha(?,rica, the 
genotype of Staffella, than to any other r ecognized genotype. The 
generic relationships of N. lantenoisi, the genotype of N eof1,1,SUlinelZa, 
to Fusu.linella bock·i, the genotype of Fusul!inella, however, are not 
so clear. Deprat 's illustrations of this species (Deprat's pl. 7, figs. 
23-25) do not lend themselves to a clear understanding of the in
ternal structures, but they s11ggest a more highly developed form 
which lacks the thick tectorium found in Fusulinella bocki. This 
line of evidence suggests very strongly that N. lantenoisi (and 
therefore N. giraudi) are congeneric with Sch1.1,bertella tra;n,sitoria 
Staff and '\Vedekind, the genotype of Schubertella Staff and vVede
kind, which also is not well known. 

The illustrations and description of the genotype of Yangchienia 
Lee,23 Y. iniqua Lee of the Chihsia limestone (lower P ermian ) near 
Nanking, suggest that it is closely related to N. lantenoisi and it 
may be congeneric with that species. Ho,vever, the spirotheca of 
N. lantenoisi appears to be thicker than that of Y. iniqua due large
ly to a thicker diaphanotheca in N. lantenoisi, also the chomata of 
these tv,ro species are slightly different. The early volutions of N. 
wnte1wisi have not been well illustrated but they are probably like 
those of Y. iniqua. The general stratigraphic horizon of these two 
genotypes is about the same ; and the only major difference between 

23 This genus was proposed by Lee in 1933 (L ee, J . S., Taxono1nic criteria 
of Fusulinidae with notes on seven new Permian genera.: Meni. Nat. Research 
Inst. Geol., no. 14, p. 14) and with only the genotype Teferred t o it. 
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the two species appears to be that Y. iniqua has a larger chomata 
and thinner diaphanotheca than N. lantenoisi. 

From a study of the illustrations and descriptions of the genotype, 
the descriptions and illustrations of congeneric species, and the 
specimens available for study, I have drawn up the following 
generic diagnosis of Fusulinella : Shell small, fusiform and short, 
with an essentially straight axis of coiling. ~1ature specimens are 
of ten or less volutions, have a relatively large form ratio, and 
usually do not exceed 3 mm in length. The septa are composed of 
an anterior and posterior tectorium, a tectum, and a diaphanotheca. 
The lower part of the septa are essentially straight to broadly fluted 
in the polar regions, and are unfluted in the midportion of the 
shell. The spirotheca is composed of a thick upper tectorium, a 
tectum, a diaphanotheca, and a relatively thin lo,ver tectorium. 
The upper tectorium thins slightly poleward from the center of 
the shell. The tunnel is bordered on either side by an asymmetrical 
ridge, choma, which has a gentle slope pole,vard and a relatively 
steep slope 011 the tunnel-side. 

The name Fusulinella has been used to designate a rather large 
number of American species that are now known to represent at 
least two genera, Fusulina s. s. and W edekindellina, but up to the 
present it has not been used to designate any American species that 
are congencric with Fusulinella bocki, the genotype of Fusuli1ielw. 
The following American species seem to be more closeJy related to 
Fusulinella bocki than to any other recognized genotype and should 
there£ ore be ref erred to the genus Fusulinella: FusieUa prirnaeva 
Skinner and FilSUlitna llanoensis Thomas of the l\Iarble Falls forma
tion (Bend) of Texas, and F1.lSUvinella iowensis Thompson of the 
lower part of the Cherokee of Iowa, described below. It seems 
probable that Schubertella tra.nsitoria Galloway and Ryniker (not 
S. transitoria Staff and vVedekind) of the Atoka formation of Okla
homa and Schi1,bertella gallowayi Skinner of the Cherokee of Okla
homa are more closely related to F . bocki than any other proposed 
genotype. As can be seen from the above list the genus Fusitlinella 
is rather widespread in Nol'th America, and it includes some of the 
oldest known American fusulinids. In America the genus is not 
known to occur in beds older than the ~Iarble Falls formatjon nor 
in beds younger than the mjddle of the Cherokee, and elsev,rhere in 
the world it is generally ]jmjted to the Lower Pennsylvanian. How-
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ever, in 1925 Ozawa23" described a form, F. itoi, from Japan and 
stated that it was Upper Permian in age. This species is very 
similar to F. bocki of the Lo,ver Pennsylvanian of Russia and its 
age needs verification. 

Since the true nature of Fusulina cylindrica has become clear, 
some doubt has been expressed as to the validity of the genus 
Fitsulinella, and it has been placed in synonymy with Fus,ulina by 
some paleontologists. In the forms here referred to Fusulinella 
the septa are only very weakly fluted in the polar regions whereas 
the septa are flt1ted throughout the length of the shell in typical 
representatives of Fus11,lina s. s. The chomata of typical repre
sentatives of Fusulinella are mt1ch more strongly developed than 
are those of Fusulina. The spirotheca of representatives of FuS1.t
lina are usually much thinner, and the shells are usually more 
elongate. The characters of these two groups of species seem to me 
to be so very distinctive that there is little reason to believe that 
all are congeneric, and I am therefore recognizing the validity of 
both Fusulina and Fusi1,linella. 

The genus W edekindellina differs from Fusitlinella particularly 
in that its representatives are more slender and smaller, they have 
different developments of the tectorja that fill the chambers in the 
polar regions, and their septa are essentially unflt1ted. The rela
tionship of Fusulinella to the genus Schubertella, as well as to 
Neofusulinella, Depratella, and Yangchienia, is not so clearly 
kno"vn, but these forms seem to differ from Fusulinella in that 
their spirotheca does not contain the layers of tectoria which 
are invariably present in Fusulinella; also their early volu
tions are different from those of Fusulin(!)lla. The stratigraphic 
positions of the species on which these four genera were based are 
quite different from that of known representatives of F11,Sulinella, 
and it is probable that other generic distinctions can be pointed 
out after further studies have been made. In general shape Fusu
linella resembles Fusiella somewhat closely, but representatives of 
these two genera may be readily distinguished for in representa
tives of FiLSulinella there are four distinct layers in the spirotheca 
whereas only three layers can be distinguished in representatives 
of Fusiella. The chomata are very faint in Fusiella but the chomata 

2a• Ozawa, Y., Paleontological and stratigraphical studies on the Permo
Carboniferous limestone of Nagato: JO'Ur. Coll. Soi, I1np. Univ. Tokyo, vol. 45, 
a1-t. 6, p. 19, pl. 3, figs. 6, 8, 1925. 

• 
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Genus FusULINA Fischer-de-Waldheim 

In 1829 Fischer-de-Waldheim'' established the genus Fus1t/ina 
for t,vo species from the Upper Carboniferous (Lo,ver Pennsylva
nian equivalent) of Miatsehko,vo, Russia, ,vhich he'' described eight 
years later as F1,su/ina cy/indtica and F. depressa. This generic 
term has been applied to a great variety of fusulinids, but within 
the last fe,v years the scope of the genus Fusu/ina has been greatly 
restricted and at present it i11cludes only species ,vhich are very 
closely similar to F. cyli1idr·ica, the genotype. In America, repre
sentatives of this genus in a restricted sense are kno,v11 to occur 
only in strata ranging in age from the lovi'er part of the Cherokee 
to the top of the Des Moines. 

In the original description of F. cylfndr-iw, the characters ,vhich 
are today used to differentiate fusulinid species and ge11era are 11ot 
clearly illustrated or described, but topotypes of this species have 
subsequently bee11 illustrated and described by a number of pa
leontologists1 among ,vhom may be mentioned Brady26

, MOller27
, 

Schell,vicn-Staff28 , Lee29, a11d Dunbar and Henbest30
• MOller in

terpreted the spirotheca of F. cyU,ul,~ca as being like that of Upper 
Pennsylvanian and Lo,ver Permian forn1S 1 that is1 composed of a 
tectum and a keriotheca ,vit11 aveoli. Subsequent ,vorkers follo,ved 
I\10ller in his interpretation of the spirotheca of F. cyli1idrica, and, 
as the septa of F. cyli,ulrica are definitely fluted throngl1ont the 
lengtl1 of the shell, they referred t.o F11s·n/ina forms which have 
this type of septa fluting and spirotheca; these arc no,v placed in 
the genera L·eeina_. Pse1tdofHsuli1ia, Paraf1tS1.tlina, and Polydiex

odina. 

24 Fischer-de-Waldheim, G., Les C6phalopodes fossiles de Moscou et de ses 
environs: Bull. Soo. Imp. Nafur. MosOO'U, vol. 1, p. 330, 1829. 

25 Fischer-de-Waldhein1
1 

G., Oryctogra.phie du Gouvernement de Moseou 1830· 
37, pp. 126-127, 1837. 

20Brady, H. B., Notes on a group of Russian fusulinae : Ann. Mag. Nat. 
Hist., ser. 41 vol. 181 pp. 415-416, pl. 181 figs. 1-4, 1876. 

21 MOller, V. von
1 

Die spiral-gewundenen F.oraminiforen des russischen Kohlen
kalks: M€m . .Aoad. Imp. Sci. St. Pttersbo-111rg1 ser. 7, vol. 25, no. 9, pp. 51-54, 
pl. 1, figs. 2a-2h, pl. 7, figs. la-ld, 1878. 

2s Schellwien, E., by Staff
1 

H. von, Monographie der Fusulinen, Teil I, Die 
Fusulinen des russisch-arktischen Meeresgebietes: Palaeontographica, vol. 55, 
pp. 161-163, pl. 13, figs. 1-11 (not :figs. 12-13), 1908. 

29 Lee, J. S., Fusulinidae of North China: Palaeontologia Simica, ser. B.1 vol. 
4

1 
;fasc. 1, pp. 32-35, pl. 4, :fig. 8 (not pl. 1, fig. 3, pl. 4, figs. 1-7), 1927. 
so Dunbar, C. O., and Henbest, L. G., The fusulinid genera Fusulina, F1w11r 

linella and Wedekindella: Amer. Jo1vr. Soi., ser. 5, vol. 20, pp. 357-364, 1930. 
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When Lee studied topotypes of Fiisulina cylindrica in 1927, he 
discovered that in this species the spirotheca has a structure like 
that of F,usulinella, as first described by Moller in 1877, and quite 
different from the higher P ennsylvanian and Permian forms. In 
1930 Dunbar and Henbest also described the spirotheca of b"' cylin
drica as being like that of F1,1,Sulinella, and they restricted the name 
F1.tsulina to Lower P ennsylvanian forms like those described below. 

In 1909 Staff31 proposed the name Girtyina for a subgenus of 
Fusulina and stated tl1at the subgenotype is G. ven,tricosa Meek. 
Previously, on the same page, he spoke of his subgenus as being 
represented by F1,1,St1,lina ( Girtyina) ventricosa in Schellwien 's 
manuscript; this manuscript was published by Staff h1 1912, and 
the form described in it as Girtyi1ia ventricosa32 is not at all like 
the type specimens of F1,1,Sulina ventricosa Meek and Hayden which 
represent the genus Triticites, but is more nearly like F. cylindrica 
than any other genotype. G. ventricosa of Staff (not of Meek and 
Hayden) has subsequently been named Fitsitlinella girtyi by Dun
bar and Condra. Opinion 65 of the International Rules of Zo
ological Nomenclature states that if an author designates a certain 
species as genotype it is to be assumed that his determination of 
the species is correct. If this opinion is to be followed strictly, 
Girtyina is a synonym of Triticites, which was established in 1904. 
However, it seems clear that Staff based his genus Girtyina on 
specimens from Illinois sent to Europe by Meek, who erroneously 
labeled them FilSitlina ventricosa; these are now known as F1,1,Sulina 
girtyi (Dunbar and Condra). F'. girtyi has been made the type 
of a genus Beedeina by Galloway33

• After a detailed study of the 
illustrations and descriptions of the types of F. girtyi and con
specific specimens from Iowa, I am of the opinion that this species 
is so similar to F'. cylindrica, the genotype of F1,1,Sulina, that the 
t-~vo should be regarded as congeneric, and I therefore am suppres
sing B eedeina as a synonym of Fitsulina. 

The following North American species are more nearly similar 
and presumably more closely related to Fusulina cylindrica, the 
genotype of F11,sulina, than any other recognized genotype and 

s1 Staff, H. von, Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Fusuliniden: Neu. Jahrb. Min. 
Geol. Pal., Beilage-B. 27, p. 490, 1909. 

s2 Staff, H. von, Monographie der Fusulinen, Teil III, Die Fusulinen 
(Schellwienien) Nordamerika-S: Palaeontographica, vol. 59, pp. 164-165, pl. 18, 
figs. 2, 5, 7, 1912. 

aa Galloway, J . J., A manual of Foraminifera : p. 401, 1933. 
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should therefore be referred to the genus Fusulin;(l: Fusulina in
cons picu.a Girty of the Wewoka of Oklahoma; Girtyina haworthi 
Beede of the lower Fort Scott limestone of Kansas ; Fus11,linella 
girt yi Dunbar and Condra of the Carbondale formation of Illinois; 
Fusulina t1·egoensis [ = F. meeki tregoensis] Roth and Skinner 
of the Cherokee of Kansas; F. min11,tissirn,a R. and S. and F. hart
villensis R. and S. of the llartville limestone of Wyoming; F. dis
tenta R. and S. and F. rockynionta.na R. and S. of the J\fcCoy for
mation of Colorado; F. leei Skinner of the Cherokee of Oklahoma; 
F. sirnilis [ = F. 1neeki similis] Galloway and White of the llill
saps formation of Texas; and the forms from the Des l\,Ioines series 
of Iowa described below as Fusulina? problernatica, F. pi1,111ila, F. 
euryteirtes, F. kayi, F. lucasensis, F. stookeyi, F. niegista, F. rnysti
censis, and F. exiniia. From the above list it can be seen that the 
genus FitS1tlina is ,vidcspread geographically in North America, and 
it is known to occur in Europe and Asia and probably in South 
America. However, its stratigraphic range is limited and it is not 
known to occur in beds older than the lower part of the Cherokee 
nor in beds younger than the top of the Des J\1oines series. 

From a study of the descriptions and illustrations of the geno
type and conspecific species and all of the numerous specimens 
available, I have drawn up the following generic diagnosis of the 
genus Fusulina: Shell fusiform to sub-cylindrical, more or less 
elongate; mature forms vary from about 2.5 to 10 mm in length 
and from about 1 to 3.5 mm in width. Axis of coiling straight to 
irregular. External furrows shallo,v. The spirotheca is composed 
of an upper tectorium which thins slightly poleward, a tectum, a 
thin diaphanotheca, and a thin lo,vcr tectorium. In some of tho 
more highly developed representatives of the genus the lower tee, 
torium is exceedingly thin or even absent in the mid-length of the 
chambers beyond the limits of the chomata. The septa are com• 
posed of an anterior and posterior tectoritun, a tectum, and a di• 
aphanotheca; the tectum and the diaphanotheca are the downward 
continuations of the tectum and the diaphanothcca of the spiro
theca of the preceding chamber. The septa are fluted throughout 
the length of the shell and the fluting is typically more intense and 
higher in the polar regio11s than near the tunnel. The inner volu
tions are typically symmetrical and fusiform. The tunnel is low 
and is bordered on either side by deposits, chomata, that form dis
tinct ridges in the inner yolutions, but arc n1orc or less irregular 
in the outer Yolutions. 
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Representatives of the genus F·usulioo can be distinguished from 
those of Triticites by the fact that in F1i-s1ulina the septa are fluted 
throughout their entire length, whereas in Triticites they are es
sentially straight across the mid-portion of the shell. The spiro
theca in Fus11,lina is composed of four layers whereas in Triticites 
it is composed of only two layers, a tectum and a keriotheca-the 
keriotheca shows an aveoli structure; also the stratigraphic range 
of the two genera is different. Representatives of Fusiilina can be 
distinguished from those of Fii,sulinella by their highly fluted septa 
throughout the length of the shell and by the less highly developed 
chomata in Fii,sulina. The spirotheca is typically thinner and the 
shell is typically more elongate in Fusitlin,a than in Fitsulinella. 
In Pseiulo-f ii,sulina and Leeioo the structure of the spirotheca and 
the septa differs from that of Fii,sulin,a. 

The genus Fii,sulin.a does not constitute as compact a group of 
species as does 1V edekindellina, Fiisulinella and some other genera 
of primitive fusulinids, for the shape of the shells as well as the 
intensity of the septa! fluting is quite variable in different species. 
This difference ho\vever is more apparent than real for a critical ex
amination of such apparently widely different species as F. girtyi, 
F. mysticensis, and F. kayi brings out the fact that they differ only 
in degree and not in structure. 

FusULINA LEEI Skinner 
Plate XXI, :figures 3, 7, 10, 18 

Fnsulina leei Skinner, 1931, Jot1r. Pal., vol. 5, pp. 257-258, pl. 30, 
figs. 4, 6. 
Shell minute, sub-cylindrical to fusiform, elongate, with bluntly 

pointed poles, ,vith irregular axis of coiling, and with very faint 
external furrows. Form ratio of mature specimens is about 1 :3.3, 
and the form ratio is about 1 :2.7 in the third volution, 1 :2.9 in the 
fourth volution, 1 :3.1 in the fifth volution, and 1 :3.3 in the sixth 
volution. Mature specimens consist of 6½ to 7 volutions, and they 
are about 4.25 mm in length and 1.25 mm in width. The profile of 
the mid-portion of the shell is uniform in all volutions, but the ex
treme polar regions of the last 3 volutions are slightly inflated. 

The septa are rather narrowly fluted throughout the length of 
the shell. The fluting divides the chambers into chamberlets that 
are shaped like inverted and truncated cones and are separated by 
fusions of the septa that reach about four-fifths the height of the 
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chambers. The external furro,vs are relatively straight across the 
median portion of the shell, but they make broad backward twists 
in the regions of the poles. The septa are relatively thin and are 
composed of four distinct layers. The anterior and posterior tectoria 
are relatively thin. The diaphanotheca is about 7.0 microns thick 
in the sixth volution about two-thirds the distance from the tunnel 
to the poles. ,Vhere the septa are fused up to near the top of the 
chambers by points of contact of the flt1ting, only the diaphanotheca 
of the posterior chamber seems to be fully developed. The dia
phanotheca is recognizable in the outer five volutions and is com~ 
pletely developed in the antethcca of the last chamber. The septal 
count of two typical specimens is 12 for the first volution, 17 for 
the second volution, 20 for the third volution, 22 for the fourth 
volution, 25 for the fifth volution, and 28 for the sixth volution. 

The proloculum is spherical, and it is about 85 microns in 
diameter, and its wall is about 14.5 microns thick. The development 
of the shell of this species is divisible into an early stage ( a '' juve
narium ") during which the inner three volutions are very tightly 
coiled, and a later stage during which the chambers of the outer 
volutions were more highly vaulted. 

The spirotheca or ,vall is relatively thin. The lo,ver tectorium is 
slightly thicker over the roof of the tunnel than in the region of the 
poles. The different layers with their respective thicknesses in the 
sixth volution, about one-half the distance from the center of the 
tunnel to the poles, are: upper tectorium 7.8 micr0ns, diaphano
theca 7.0 microns, and lower tectorium 11.7 microns-the tectum is 
so thin that it cannot be measured accurately. The lower tectorium 

• 
is slightly more dense than the upper tectorium and the diaphano-
theca is slightly less dense and more coarsely crystalline than the 
upper tectorium. 

The intersection of the line of the tunnel with axial sections is 
slightly irregular, and the tunnel angle is about 32 degrees. Both 
sides of the tunnel are bordered by the chomata which have a 
broadly rounded upper surface and are abot1t two-thirds as high as 
the chambers and about one-half as high as broad. The floor of the 
tunnel is covered by the upper tectorium of the spirotheca which is 
slightly thicker near the center of the tunnel than near its borders. 

The specimens from Iowa which I am referring to Fusitlina leei 
present some slight differences from the figured holotype ( Skin
ner's pl. 3, fig. 4), but they seem to agree fairly well ,vith the 
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original description. The Iowa specimens are smaller in all dimen
sions and the thicknesses of the layers of the spirotheca are not ex
actly the same as those given by Skinner. 

Fiisulina leei resembles rather closely F. lwA.Ji, ,vith ,vhich it is 
found associated, but it can be distinguished from that species 
particularly by its smaller form ratio, its larger tunnel angle, its 
more extended polar regions, and its more bluntly pointed poles; 
also, the fluting of this species is broader than that of F. kayi. 

Occurrence.-The type specimens of this species came from the 
Cherokee of Oklahoma, immediately above the Bluejacket sand
stone. In Iowa representatives of this species have been obtained 
from only a calcareous shale 1 ½ feet below a thin limestone, 35 
feet below the v\Thite Breast coal, in the west road-ditch, on the 
east line of Lucas Count)', Io,va, SE¼ sec. 1, T. 73 N., R. 20 W. 
(pl. XXI, figs. 3, 7, 10, 18); and from the same horizon in the 
south bank of a small west-fl.owing creek, 10 feet above the bed of 
the creek, 75 yards south of County road L, ½ mile west of Lovilia, 
S"\\T¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 "\V., J\1:onroe County, Iowa. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 854-860 
(plesiotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 857-860. 

FusULINA KAYI Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XXI, figures 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 12-15, 19, 20 

Shell small, uniformly fusiform, slightly elongate, with rather 
sharply pointed poles, with straight axis of coiling, and with shal
low external furrows. Mature specimens of 7 volutions are 3.70 to 
4.0 mm in length and about 1.3 mm in ,vidth. The rate of increase 
in size is rather uniform throughout the length of the shell but 
there is a uniform decrease of form ratio-in the third volution the 
form ratio is 1 :1.9, in the fourth volution. 1 :2.2, in the fifth volu
tion 1 :2.4, in the sixth volution 1 :2.6, and in mature specimens 1 :2.8. 

The septa are relatively thin and are composed of four layers. 
The two outer layers are thicker in the lo,ver part of the septa where 
they fuse adjacent septa for about two-thirds the height of the 
chambers at the points of approach caused by the fluting. The 
posterior portion of the anterior tectorium is some,vhat lighter than 
the remaining portion but it does not seem to join structurally with 
the diaphanotheca of the following chamber. The external furrows 
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have an irregular course across the mid-portion of the shell but 
they are somewhat sinuous in the region of the poles. The septa 
are very highly fluted throughout the length of the shell and the 
fluting extends to the top of the septa; however, it is less pro
nounced in the upper one-third of the chamber. Tangential sec
tions show the flutings to form short elliptical openings or chamber .. 
lets; these are located in the lower portion of the chambers and 
they are about two-thirds as high as the chambers. The septa! count 
for the earlier volutions of the shell is about 17 in the second volu
tion, 19 in the third volution, 24 in the fourth volution, and 28 in 
the fifth volution. In some specimens the septa! count varies as 
much as four in the fourth volution and three in the fifth volution. 

The proloculum is sub-spherical to spherical and has a diameter 
of 80 to 100 microns. The ontogenetic development of individuals 
is divisable into an early stage ( a "juvcnarium ") during which 
the inner two and one-half volutions are tightly coiled and a later 
stage during which the outer volutions are less tightly coiled. 

The spirotheca or wall is relatively thick. The upper tectorium 
is about 6.0 microns thick in the sixth volution and is composed of 
rather de11se material which is slightly less dense near its lower 
surface. The diaphanotheca. measures 5.9 microns in the sixth 
volution. The lo,ver tectorium is about 11.7 microns thick over the 
tunnel in the sixth volution but it thins rapidly toward the poles 
and is absent in the last volution. The upper tectorium is present 
on the floors of all chambers but it. is not found on the spirotheca of 
the last volution. The difference in density between the diaphano
theca and the lower part of the upper tectorium is very slight and 
the line of division would be very difficult to locate if it were not 
for the presence of the tectum. 

The tunnel is rather low and broad and it is about one-third as 
high as the chamber and about one-fourth as high as wide. The 
average tunnel angle is about 22 degrees. The floor of the tunnel 
is covered by a thick layer of tectorium, and either side of the tun
nel is bordered by a very high and broadly rounded, more or less 
symmetrical ridge, the choma, which, in the fifth and sixth volu
tion, is about two-thirds as high as the chambers and is about as 
broad at the top as it is high-it is only slightly developed in the 
outer volution. 

Two groups of specimens are included under this species which 
are somewhat doubtfully conspecific but which present certain sim-
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ilarities. The above description is based almost entirely on the first 
group of these specimens which is represented by figures 2, 5, 8, 14, 
and 20 on plate XXI-thcy differ from the second group of speci
mens represented by figures 1, 4, 12, 13, 15, and 19 on plate XXI 
particularly i11 that the septa are more narrowly fluted, the shells 
are larger, and the form ratios for corresponding volutions arc 
larger. The second group of specimens included under this species 
resembles F. inconspic'ua Girty in general measurements and out
line of the shell. Ho,vever, the flutil1g of the septa of F. inconspici1,a 
is m11ch broader than in these specimens and the tunnel angle is 
much larger-the tunnel angle of F. i1iconspiciw is over 40 degrees. 

Among the collections of fusulinids \vhich I am studying from 
011tside the confines of Iowa there is an excellent collection from 
Girty's type locality of F. inconspicua of the vVewoka formation 
of Oklahoma that was very generously sent me by Mr. R. V. Hol
lingsworth of the University of Chicago. These topotypes of F. 
inconspiciUL agree in every detail with Girty 's figured cotypes, and 
they shov.1 clearly that F. inc01ispiciU1, is not conspecific ,vith any 
specimens so far found in Iowa. 

Fusulina kayi differs from F. leei particularly in that it is short
er, it has a smaller tunnel angle, a larger form ratio, its poles are 
n1ore sharply pointed, and its septa are more narrowly fluted. 

This species is named in honor of Dean George F. Kay, Director 
of the Iowa Geological Survey, ,vho continually encouraged the 
,vriter in his work: and who made possible the field work necessary 
for the preparation of this report. 

Occurrence.-This species is knov.1n from only one horizon, this 
is, from a calcareous shale 1 ½ feet below a thin limestone, 35 feet 
below the "\Vhite Breast coal. My collections contain large numbers 
of specimens from the west road-ditch on the east line of Lucas 
County, Iowa, near the top of a north-sloping hill, east side SE¼ 
sec. 1, T. 73 N., R. 20 vV. (all figured specimens) ; and from the 
south bank of a small ,vest-fl.owing creek, 10 feet above the bed of 
the creek, 75 yards south of County road L, ½ mile west of Lovilia, 
SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 vV., Monroe County, Io\va. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 846-853, 
861-868 (cotypes); the figured specimens are Nos. 849-853 and 864-
868. 
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FusuLINA 1 PROBLEMATICA Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XXI, figures 6, 9, 11, 16, 17 

Shell minute, short, uniformly fusiform, with rather sharply 
pointed poles, with straight axis of coiling, and with shallow ex
ternal furrows. The length of mature specimens is about 2.70 mm 
and the width is about 1.25 mm. The form ratio is about 1 :1.9 in 
the third volution, 1 :2.1 in the fourtl1 volution, 1 :2.3 in the fifth 
volutio11, and 1 :2.2 in mature forms of 6 volutions. 

The septa are very thick and are composed of an anterior tector
ium, a tectum, a diaphanotheca, and a posterior tectorium. The 
anterior and posterior tectoria are very thick near the base of the 
septa and are relatively thin near the top of the chambers. They 
are the continuations of the tectoria of the spirotheca. The tectum 
is very thin and dense and is the downward extension of the tectum 
of the spirotheca of the preceding chamber; however, it is not dis
tinguishable in the lower part of the septa. The diaphanotheca is 
thin and light and is the downward continuation of the diaphano
theca of the spirotheca of the preceding chamber. The external 
furrows are essentially straight in the mid-portion of the shell but 
near the poles they make a slight backward twist. The septa. are 
broadly but rather highly fluted in the polar portions of the shell, 
but in the median half of the shell they are more broadly fluted. 
In the polar region the septa are fused at the points of approach of 
the flutings apparently to the top of the chamber whereas in the 
median portion of the shell the fusions reach only about three
fourths the height of the chamber. The septal count is about 17 
for the second volution, 22 for the third volution, 26 for the fourth 
volution, and 31 for the fifth volution. 

The early stage of development (the "juvenarium") of this 
species is unusual for this genus in that the proloculum is very 
minute, about 15 microns in diameter, and the early chambers are 
added in a slightly involute coil of about two and one-half volutions 
with its axis of coiling almost at right angles to the axis of coiling 
of the outer fusulinid coils. The diameter of the proloculum plus 
these inner two and one-half coils is about 100 microns. In the 
above measurements of the form ratio and the determination of the 
septal counts the first volution is taken as the first fusulinid type 
of coil. The form ratio of these inner two and one-half coils is 
about 2 :1. The inner two and one-half fusulinid volutions are 
slightly more tightly coiled than the outer volutions. 
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The spirotheca is very thick. It is composed of an upper tector
ium, a tectum, a diaphanotheca, and a lower tectorium. The upper 
tectorium is very thick and dense. It is about 25 microns thick in 
the fifth volution beyond the limits of the chomata, and it thickens 
toward the poles where it, combined ,vith the tectoria of the septa, 
fills the chambers for about one-fourth the height of the septa. The 
tectum is very thin and dense. The diaphanotheca is about 5.0 
microns thick in the sixth volution, but it is rather indistinct in 
most sections. The lower tectorium is about 5.0 microns thick 
over the line of the tunnel, but it rapidly thins poleward to merely 
a dark line as seen in thin-sections. The lower one-fourth of the 
upper tectorium of the median part of the shell is of about equal 
density to the diapha.notheca and the upper three-fourths is about 
equal in density to the lower tectorium. 

The tunnel is narro,v and high and its line of intersection ,vith 
axial sections is very irregular. The tunnel is about one-half the 
height of the chambers and about one-half as high as wide. Either 
side of the tunnel is bordered by a vertical wall formed by the in
ner edge of a ridge, the choma, which has a gentle outer slope, and 
which in the fifth volution completely fills some of the chambers 
immediately adjacent to the tunnel. The choma is composed of 
material similar in density to the upper part of the upper tectorium. 
The floor of the tunnel is covered by tectorium that is about 23 
microns thick in the sixth volution. The tunnel angle is 15 to 22 
degrees. 

This species is very doubtfully r eferred to the genus Fusulina. 
The relatively thick upper tectorium and the well developed chomata 
suggest that its affinities are with Fusulinella; but the septa are 
fluted, though very broadly so, throughout the length of the shell 
which suggest relationship to Fusulina s. s. However, an endo
thyroid-like coil has not been found in any species previously re
f erred to Fiisuli~ch a coil is known howevei; to occur in the 
Permian genera Neofusulinella, Depratella, and Yangchienia and 
in forms from the lower Pennsylvanian that have been referred to 
the genus Schubertella. Also, Lee has stated that forms from the 
Orient, which he considered conspecific with t.he genotype of Fusu
liMlla, F. bocki, have such an early development. Lee considers 
that this is merely a result of dimorphism or even trimorphism and 
that it is not a generic or even a specific character. A large num• 
ber of specimens from the type localities of F . problematica have 
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been secured and in no case have forms been found ,vith a normal 
large proloculum and fusiform early volutions which have a spiro
theca and chomata structure and septa! fluting like 1'. problematica. 
Furthermore, it does not seem that dimorphism has at all been 
demonstrated in the fusulinids, and from horizons in ,vhich only a 
single species occurs, such as that from which F'usulinella iowensi·s 
was obtained, large numbers of sections have in no case given any 
evidence of dimorphic forms. This is also true of horizons in which 
a number of species occur. It seems that the early asymmetrical 
endothyroid-like coils of this species, combined with its other char
acters, is very probably of g·eneric significance and this species 
therefore represents an unnamed genus. 

The structure of the spirotheca of F'. p,-roble1natica is quite differ
ent from that of Schubertella as originally described by Staff and ,v edekind for they state that it is composed of only one layer; also, 
the original illustrations of S. transito-1-ia, the genotype of Schu
bertelln, do not show an early endothyroid coil like that of F'. 
problematica, though Staff and Wedekind state that the inner 
,vhorls are "endothyrisch ". The thin diaphanotheca, thick tectoria, 
and fluted septa of F'. problematica distinguish it generically from 
typical representatives of the genera N eofilSitlinella, Depratella., 
and Yangchienea-. F'. problematica differs generically from the 
genotype of Boitltonia, B. willsi Lee, for its spirotheca has four 
layers whereas B. willsi has only two layers. Also, its shell is much 
shorter and its chomata are better developed. 

Occurrence.-My collections from Iowa contain representatives 
of this species from a thin limestone about 35 feet belo,v the ,vhite 
Breast coal in the bank of a small northeast-flowing creek, 75 yards 
west of the ,vest edge of "\Vapello County, Nl~l~_SE¼ sec. 13, T. 72 
N., R. 16 vV., Monroe County, Iowa (pl. XXI, fig. 17); and from 
the same horizon in the south bank of a small west-flowing creek, 
12 feet above the bed of the creek, 75 yards south of County road 
L, ½ mile west of Lovilia, Sv"\T¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 \V., l\1onroe 
County; and from a calcareous shale 1½ feet below the limestone 
mentioned above, in the west road-ditch, on the east line of Lucas 
County, near the top of a north-sloping hill, SE¼ sec. 1, T. 73 N., 
R. 20 W. (pl. XXI, figs. 6, 9, 11, 16). 

Repository.-State University of Io,va, Catalogue Nos. 869-877 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 873-877. 
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FusuLINA LUCASENSIS Thompson, n . sp. 
Plate XXII, figures 2, 9, 12, 17, 19 

Shell minute, short, t1niformly ft1Siform with bluntly poh1ted 
poles, and with straight axis of coiling. Mature specimens of 7 
to 7½ volutions are about 3.0 mm in length and 1.25 mm in width, 
giving a form ratio of 1 :2.4. Rarely more gibbous forms are found 
that give a form ratio of 1 :2.1 at maturity. The form ratio is 
1 :1.9 for the third volt1tion, 1 :2.0 for the fourth volution, 1 :2.2 
for the fifth volution, and 1 :2.3 for the sixth volution. The lateral 
slopes are convex and uniform. 

The septa are thick and are composed of two outer thick layers 
of tectoria, a t ectum, and a diaphanotheca. The diaphanotheca 
measures 11.0 microns in the siA'ih volution. The septa are 40 
microns thick in the sixth volution about midway between the tun
nel and the pole. The tectoria are much denser than the diapha
notheca except the posterior one-fifth of the anterior tectorium 
which is about equal in density to the diaphanotheca. The tectoria 
of the septa combined with the tectoria of the spirotheca fuse the 
walls of the chambers in the polar r egions where the chambers are 
very short. The external furrows are straight throughout the length 
of the shell, but the septa are broadly but highly fluted from pole 
to pole. The average septal count is about 16 for the second volu
tion, 20 for the third volution, 25 for the fourth volution, 26 for 
the fifth volution, and 27 for the sixth volution. 

The proloculum is sub-spherical and is very small, measuring 
only 42 to 60 microns in diameter. The entire shell is tightly coiled 
but the inner t\\'O and one-half volutio11s appear to be more tightly 
coiled than the outer volutions. 

The spirotheca is relatively thick. The diaphanotheca is very 
thick in comparison with the size of the specimen and measures 
about 12 microns in the sixth volution. The thickness of the upper 
tectorium is about five times that of the lo,ver tectorium. In the 
center of the tunnel of the sixth volution the upper tectorium is 
11.5 microns in thickness, whereas, about midway between the tun
nel and pole it is 18 microns thick. The lower one-fourth of the 
upper tectorium is much lighter than the remainder of this layer 
and is of about the same density as the diaphanotheca on the op
posite side of the tectum. 

The tunnel is about one-fourth as high as ,vide and about one
half to one-third as high as the chamber in the sixth volution, and 
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its intersection with axial sections is slightly irregular. Determi
nations of the tunnel angle based on measurements in the sixth 
volution give 30 to 35 degrees with an average of about 33 degrees. 
The tunnel is bordered by ridges, chomata, that are about one-half 
the height of the chambers in all volutions except the last. In the 
outer volution the chomata are very low or indistinct. 

Fusuli1ui lucasensis seems to be more closely related to Fusulina 
kayi, n. sp., than to any other described species. In F. lucase,nsis 
the diameter of the proloculum is 42 to 60 microns whereas the 
diameter of that of F. kwyi is about 90 microns. The tunnel angle 
of F. lucasensis is larger than the tunnel angle of F. ka,yi. Also 
F. lucasensis differs from F. kayi in that it has a much thicker 
diaphanotheca. F. lucaseri-sis can be distinguished from other simi
lar species by its small size, relatively very small proloculum, thick 
spirotheca, and large tunnel angle. 

F. lucasensis resembles in a general way Fusulina hmworthi 
White [not Fusulinella haworthi Dunbar and Condra] from the 
top of the Millsaps formation of Texas, but it seems to differ from 
that species particularly in that the septa of F. lucasensis are not 
so highly fluted as are those of the Texas species; the Iowa speci
mens are slightly smaller; and the external views of the Texas 
species show an inflation in the central one-third of the shell which 
is not found in F. lucasensis. 

Occurrence.-This species has been found rather abundant at 
only one horizon and locality in a limestone about 10 feet above a 
thin coal which apparently is the second coal beneath the Mystic 
coal. The collections were obtained from the south bank of a small 
west-flowing creek, about 15 feet above the bed of the creek, SW¼
NE¼ sec. 16, T. 72 N., R. 22 W., Lucas County, Iowa. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 878-884 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 881-884. 

FusULINA EURYTEINES Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XXII, figures 4, 13, 14, 18 

Fusulinella meeki Dunbar and Condra, 1927, Nebraska Geol. 
Survey Bull. 2, ser. 2, pp. 78-80, pl. 15, figs. 4-6, and ( ?) 
pl. 2, figs. 12-14. [not Fusulina ventricosa meeki Moller, 
1879) 
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( 1) F1.tsuli1ielia n. sp. Hen best, 1928, J our. Pal., Vol. 2, p. 79, pl. 
10, figs. 2, 4. 

( 1) Fusulina meeki White, 1932, Texas Univ. Bull. 3,211, pp. 27-
30, pl. 1, figs. 7-12. 

Shell small, moderately short, with bluntly pointed poles, and 
slightly inflated in the central one-half. The shell is constricted 
near the poles and the extreme ends are slightly inflated in mature 
forms. The axis of coiling is essentially straight and the external 
furrows are very shallow. J\tiature forms of 7 volutions are 4.3 to 
4.7 mm in length and 2.0 to 2.1 mm in width, giving a form ratio 
of about 1 :2.2. The form ratio is 1 :1.9 in the third volution, 1 :2.1 
for the fourth volution, 1 :2.2 for the fifth volution, and 1 :2.1 for 
the sixth volution. 

The septa are rather thick. The diaphanotheca is about 15 mi-
crons thick in the sixth volution. The tectoria are more dense than 
the diaphanotheca and are continuous with the two outer layers, 
tectoria, of the spirotheca. The posterior one-fifth of the anterior 
tectorium is about equal in density to the diaphanotheca on the 
opposite side of the tectum. This lighter portion of the anterior 
tectorium is very similar in thiclmess and nature to the lower light 
part of the ,1pper tectorium of the spirotheca. The external fur
rows are essentially straight to broadly ct1rved. The lower four
fiftl1s of the septa are broadly fluted near tl1e center of the shell, 
but they become very narrowly and highly fluted near the poles. 
There are 25 septa in the third volution, 28 in the fourth volution, 
and 31 in the fifth volution. 

The proloculum is essentially spherical and it is 95 to 125 microns 
in diameter. The rate of increase of the height of the chambers 
is essentially uniform throughout the development of the individual. 

The spirotheca is thick and is composed of an upper and lower 
tectorium, a tectum, and a diaphanotheca. The diaphanotheca is 
a bout 18 microns thick in the sixth volut.ion. The upper tectorium 
is about 28 microns thick in the sixth volution beyond the limits 
of the chomata, and it is three to four times as thick as the lower 
tectorium in the same position. The lower one-third of the upper 
tectorium is only slightly denser than the diaphanotheca. The 
tectoria of the spirotheca and septa tend to fill the chambers 1n the 
polar regions of the first four volutions but these layers are relative
ly thin in the polar zones of the last three volutions. 

The line of intersection of the tunnel with axial sections is very 
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irregular and the tunnel angle is 23 to 27 degrees. The tunael is 
one-third to one-fourth the height of the chamber and it is about 
one-fourth as wide as high in the sixth volution. Either side of the 
tunnel is bordered by a ridge of material, choma, that is t"ery simi
lar in density to the tectoria, and this ridge is one-half to t,Yo
thirds the height of the chambers in all volutions except the last 
one and one-half or t,vo. 

Fusulina. eurytein,es is more nearly similar to F. stookeyi, n. sp., 
than any other described species. In general shape and measure
ments they are very similar, but they can be readily distinguished 
by their internal structures. The septa of F. euryteines are more 
broadly and less highly fluted than are those of F. stookeyi; also 
the proloculum is smaller a11d the tectoria and the chomata are 
better developed in F. eu,rytei1ies than in F. stookeyi. 

The specimens included under this species are clearly conspecific 
with the specimens from the Cherokee near Rich Hill, l\Iissouri, 
described and illustrated by Dunbar and Condra as Fusulinella 
rneeki. However, ,ve no,v lmow that this form is a representative 
of the genus Fusulina s. s.; therefore, the name Fusulina nieeki 
(Dunbar and Condra) becomes a homonym of Fusulina i•entricosa 
1neeki l\foller. There is some question as to the relationship be
twee11 the specimens from the l\Iillsaps formation of Texas illus
trated and described by Du11bar and Condra as Fusulinella 1neeki 
and by White as Fusulina 1neeki and ihe Io,va specimens ,vhich I 
am making the types of Fusulina euryteines. 

OccU,rrence.-Representatives of this species have been fotmd in 
Iowa in only one horizon, a thin limestone abo11t 35 feet belo,v the 
"\Vhite Breast coal. I have collected specimens from this limestone 
on the south bank of a small ,vest-flowing creek, 12 feet above the 
bed of the creek, 75 yards south of Co11nty road L, ½ mile \\'est 
of Lovilia, SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 W., l\Ionroe Cotmty (pl. 
XXII, figs. 4, 13, 14, 18) ; in the ,vest road-ditch, on the east line 
of Lucas County, near the top of a north-sloping hill, SEl,~ sec. 1, 
T. 73 N., R. 20 W.: in the north road cut of United States high,vay 
34, at the top of a ,vest-sloping hill, SE¼ sec. 13, T. 72 N., R. 16 
vV., l\Ionroe County; and in the east bank of a small northeast
flowing creek, 75 yards west of the edge of "\\Tapello County, NE¼
SE1/1 sec. 13, T. 72 N., R. 16 ,v., l\fonroe County. Dunbar and 
Condra have described conspecific specimens from the Cherokee 
near Rich Hill, Missouri, and Dunbar and Condra and White have 
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described a11d illustrated so1ne specimens from the 1fillsap forma
tion of Texas that may represent it. Also Henbest has briefly de
scribed and illustrated a form from the Stonefort liinestone of 
southern Illinois that may be conspecific. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 885-896 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 893-896. 

F usuLINA PU1\1ILA Thompson, 11. sp. 
Plate XXII, figures 6, 8, 10, 11 

Shell small, short, tmiformly fusiform, with bluntly pointed 
poles, straight external furro\VS, and straight axis of coiling. The 
average form ratio as determi11ed by 9 typical axial sections is 
about 1 :2.0 in the third and fot1rth volutions, and 1 :1.8 in the fifth 
and sixth volutions. Matt1re forms of 7 volutions are about 3.1 1nm 
in length and 1.8 mm in width. 

The septa are relatively thick and are composed of an anterior 
and posterior tectorium, a diaphanotheca, and a tectum. The dia
pha11otheca is about 8.0 microns thick in the sixth volution. The 
posterior side of the anterior tectorium for about one-third its thick
ness is very similar in density to the diaphanotheca on the opposite 
side of the tectum. The external furrows are straight and the septa 
are broadly a.nd highly fluted throughout the length of the shell. 
The septa are fused at points of approach for about three-fourths 
the height of the chambers midway between the tunnel and the 
poles. The septal count is about 21 for the second volution, 23 
for the third volution, 26 for the fourth volution, 32 for the fifth 
volution, and 34 for the sixth volt1tion; these com1ts may vary from 
these figures as much as 3 in the fourth and fifth volutions. 

The proloculum is small and is between 70 and 110 microns in 
diameter with an average 11earer the smaller figure. The rate of 
increase of the height of the antetheca is uniform throughout the 
development of the individual. 

The spirotheca is relatively thick. In the sixth volution the 
upper tectorit1m is about 30 microns thick midway bet,veen the 
tunnel and pole and about 15 microns thick: in the center of the 
tu11nel. In the sixth volution the lo,ver tectorium is 10 microns 
thick about mid,vay bet\vee11 the tunnel and pole. The diaphano
theca is much less dense than the tectoria, however the lower one
f ourtl1 of the upper tectorium is very similar in density to the dia-
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phanotheca. The diaphanotheca is about 7 .5 microns thick in the 
sixth volution. 

The tunnel is very high and narrow, and it is about one-half the 
height of the chambers and one-third as high as wide. The floor 
of the tunnel is covered by the thick upper tectorium of the spiro
theca. Either side of the tunnel is bordered by an asymmetrical 
ridge, the choma, which is about three-fourths the height of the 
chambers and which thins rather rapidly poleward. The line of 
intersection of the tunnel with axial sections is rather irregular 
and the tunnel angle, as shown by determinations made in the sixth 
and seventh volutions, is 16 to 19 degrees. 

Fusulina pu1nila is somewhat similar in general shape to F. girtyi 
but it differs from that species particularly in that it is much small
er, its septa are not so highly fluted, and its tectoria are better de
veloped. F. pumila differs from F. euryteines in that its axis is 
much shorter, its tunnel angle is smaller, and the septal fluting of 
the two species is different. F. 1>u1nila differs from F. problentatica 
in that it is larger, its form ratio is larger, its inner volutions are 
quite different, and its spirotheca is thinner than that of F. pro
blematica. F. p,uniila is larger, has a smaller form ratio, smaller 
tunnel angle, and more numerot1s septa than F. tregoensis Roth 
and Skinner. 

Occurrence.-This species has been found in Iowa in only a thin 
limestone about 35 feet below the White Breast coal. ~Iy collections 
contain specimens from the north bank of United States highway 
34, near the top of a west-sloping hill, SE;iSW¼ sec. 13, T. 72 N., 
R. 16 W., Monroe County; in the bed of a small northeast-flowing 
creek, 75 yards west of the Wapello County line, NE¼SE¼ sec. 
13, T. 72 N., R. 16 W.; Monroe County (pl. XXII, :figs. 6, 8, 10, 11) ; 
and from the south bank of a small west-flowing creek, 75 yards 
south of County road L, 12 feet above the bed of the creek, ½ mile 
west of Lovilia, SW¼ sec. 10, T. 73 N., R. 18 W., Monroe County. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 897-905 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 902-905. 

FusuLINA GIRTYI (Dunbar and Condra) 
Plate XXII, figures 1, 5, 7, 20 

Fusulina ventricosa :Wieek and vVorthen, 1873, Illinois Geol. Survey, 
vol. 5, p. 560, pl. 24, figs. 8a and 8b. [not Fusttlina ven-triC-Osa 
Meek and Hayden, 1858] 
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Fusulitia ventricosa Meek, 1874, Am. J our. Sci., ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 484. 
Girtyina 1,1entricosa v. Staff, 1912, Palaeontographica, vol. 59, pp. 

164-165, pl. 18, figs. 2, 5, and 7. 
Girtyina ventricosa Cady, 1925, Illinois Geol. Survey, Rept. of 

Investigation, no. 2, p. 8, text fig. 2, A and B. 
Fusulinella girtyi Dunbar and Condra, 1927, Nebraska Geol. Sur

vey Bull. 2, ser. 2, pp. 76-78, pl. 2, figs. 1-5. 
Fusulinella (Girtyina) ventricosa Henbest, 1928, Jour. Pal., vol. 

2, p . 83, pl. 9, figs. 3, 4, 6, and 6a. [not pl. 10, figs. 5, 6, and 7] 
Beedeina girt,yi Galloway, 1933, Manual of Foraminifera, p. 401, 

pl. 36, fig. 17. 

The collections from Iowa that I am studying contain a large 
number of well preserved representatives of this species. However, 
this species has been adequately described by Dunbar and Condra, 
and since this publication is readily accessible to most paleontol
ogists it is not necessary to duplicate their work. 

The specimens which I am studying agree very closely with the 
illustrations and descriptions of Dunbar and Condra 's cotypes from 
the roof of Coal No. 6, near Canton, Fulton County, Illinois. The 
form ratio of the Io,va specimens is about 1 :1.6 in the third volu
tion, and 1 :1.5 in the remaining outer 6 volutions of mature forms, 
and mature forms are about 4.3 mm in length and 2.8 mm in width. 
The tunnel angle is about 14 degrees, and either side of the tunnel 
is bordered by heavy deposits, the chomata, of dense calcite that 
are very similar in character to the tectoria. In the earlier volu
tions these deposits form into asymmetrical ridges that border the 
tunnel and slope downward toward the poles. In the outer volutions 
these deposits, chomata, are irregular posterior-anteriorly and do 
not seem to form into definite ridges from one chamber to the next; 
however, in many of the chambers immediately adjacent to the 
tunnel there is only a small circular opening left near the top of 
the chamber. The septal count of the Iowa forms agrees very close
ly with that of the Illinois specimens in the third and fourth volu
tions, but some of the Iowa specimens have as high as 45 septa in 
the fifth volution and 54 septa in the sixth volution-the average 
is much nearer the figures given by Dl1nbar and Condra, 38 and 
41 respectively. The proloculum of the Iowa specimens is about 
140 microns in diameter with an average a little less than this 
figure. 

Fusulina girtyi externally seems more nearly similar to Fusulina 

• 
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p1.1,niila, n. sp., than to any other described species. It differs from 
this species in that it is much larger, it contains more numerous 
volutions, its walls are relatively thinner, its septal fluting is dif
fere:nt, its proloculum is much larger, and its tunnel angle is small
er. F. girt yi occurs associated \vith Fusulinn stookeyi, n. sp., from 
,vhich it may be distinguished by the difference in the shape of the 
shell, the shortness of F. girt yi as compared ,,vith F. stookeyi, the 
difference in the nature of the septal fluting, the difference of the 
development of the spirothcca, and the difference h1 the tunnel 
angle. The clo3c assoriation of these tv:o species, F. girtyi and 
F. stookeyi, would suggest that they may be merely dimorphic ex
pressions of the same species. Ho"·evcr, the fact that in one place 
at least F. stookeyi is extremely abln1dant and F. girtyi is very rare 
seems to suppo1-t my conclusio11 that they represent disti11ct species. 

Occnrrencc.-F'llsuli1u:z girtyi is k110\vn to occur in Iowa in only 
the so-called '' eighteen-foot limestone'' (18 feet above the iiystic 
coal]. It has been found at five different localities, which are as 
fallows: ten feet above the bed of a small north-flowing creek, near 
an ol<l mine drift, NE¼ sec. 1, T. 70 N., R. 17 W., Appanoose 
County (pl. XXII, figs. 1, 5, 7, 20); in the bed of a creek 50 yards 
north of County road S, 2 miles northeast of lvioravia, NWl,4 sec. 
35, T. 71 N., R,. 17 ,v., l\Ionroe County; on the south bank of Fish 
Branch, NEI.(i. sec. 28, T. 70 N., R. 19 ,v., Appanoose County; on 
the south bank of Chariton River, east bank Iowa highway 60, 
N'\V¼S,Vl/1: sec. 7, T. 69 N., R. 17 vV., A.ppanoose County; and in 
the bed of Cotu1ty road G, 1/1 mile \Vest of Brazil, SW¼ sec. 20, 
T. 69 N., R. 18 \V., .A.ppanoose County. Representatives of this 
species have been found in the "roof rock·' of Coal No. 6 of the 
Carbondale for1nation of Illinois and in the Fort Scott limestone 
at Os\vego, l{ansas. 

Repository.-State University of lo\va, Catalogue Nos. 919-927 
( plesio1 ypcs) ; the figured specin1ens arc Nos. 934-927. 

Fusur.INA STOOI{EYI Thompso11, n. sp. 

Plate XXII, figures 3, 15, 16, 21 

Shell small, short, fusiform, "·ith bluntly pointed poles; the 
central one-half is inflated. The axis of coiling is slightly irregular. 
Approximately one-fifth the distance from the poles the shell is 
slightly constricted and the lateral slopes are slightly concave. The 

• 
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external furro,vs are shallo,v. Mature forms consist of 7 to 7½ 
volutions and are 5.1 to 5.5 mm in length and 2.5 to 2.8 mm in 
width. The form ratio is 1 :1 .8 io 1 :2.4 in the third volution, 1 :1.8 
to 1 :2.3 in the fourth volution, 1 :1.9 to 1 :2.2 in the fifth volution, 
and 1 :1.9 to 1 :2.2 in the sixth volution: the average form ratios 
for these volutions are 1 :1.9, 1 :1.9, 1 :2.0, and 1 :2.1 respectively. 
In some of the more elongate forms the poles are sharply pointed 
and are drawn out in the third, fourth, and fifth volutions; this, of 
course, results in abnormally small form ratios for these volutions. 

The septa are very narro,vly and highly fluted throughout the 
length of the shell a11d the chambers are divided into chamberlets 
\vhich reach approximately four-fifths the height of the chambers. 
The fusions between the chamberlets do not seem to extend to the 
base of the septa due to a slight reversal of the fluting before reach
ing the spirotheca of the preceding volution. There are 21 septa in 
the second volt1tion, 24 ii1 the third volution, 28 in the fourth volu
tion, 32 in the fifth volutio11, 39 in the sixth volution, and 44 in the 
seventh volution. The septa are very thin in the polar one-fourth 
of the shell and have very thin tectoria. In the central one-half the 
septa are coated with upward extensions of the cho1nata that de
crease in thickness very rapidly from the tunnel poleward. 

The proloculum is of medium size and measures about 140 
microns in diameter. The inner two and one-half to three volutions 
of this species are tightly coiled and the outer volutions are more 
loosely coiled. 

The spirotheca or ,vall is relatively thin. The diaphanotheca is 
very light and translucent, and it increases in thickness from a very 
thin layer in the first volution to about 22 microns near the tunnel 
in the seventh volt1tion. The llpper tectorium is about 14 microns 
thick near the tunnel of the sixth volt1tion, and it decreases to a 
very thin layer near the poles. The lower tectorium is well de
veloped over the line of the tunnel but it decreases rapidly in thick
ness poleward and in the polar regions it cannot be discerned. The 
lo\\1er part of the upper tectorium of the spirotheca as well as the 
posterior part of the anterior tectorium of the septa are about equal 
in density to the diaphanotheca on the opposite side of the tectum. 

The ttrnnel is broad and low and is about one-third the height of 
the chamb.ers and about one-fifth as high as broad in the seventh 
volution. The tunnel angle as determined in the sixth volution is 
20 to 28 degrees ,vith an average of about 24 degrees. The chomata 
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are in the form of high, narrow, broadly rounded ridges which 
flank either side of the tunnel in the earlier volt1tions, but in the 
outer three volutions they are more irregular and do not form con
tinuous uniform ridges. In these outer volutions the upper part of 
the spirotheca and the lower part of the septa are coated with 
dense granular calcite near the tunnel; this thins rapidly poleward. 

F'usulina stooke,,yi externally is very similar to F'usulina eury
teines. These two species agree very closely in size and measure
ments but their internal structures are very different. The fluting 
of F'. stookeyi is very narrow and high whereas that of F. euryteines 
is relatively broad and low-these characters alone are sufficient to 
distinguish the two species. The proloculum of F'. euryteines is 
smaller than that of F'. stookeyi, the chomata are better developed 
in F'. euryteines, and the tectoria of the two species are different. 
F. stookeyi differs from F'usulina simili,s Galloway and White in 
that it is larger than that species, its proloculum is larger, its septal 
fluting is different, and the general shape and form ratios of the 
shells are quite different. 

This species is named in honor of l\Ir. Donald G. Stookey, ,vho is 
studying the Pennsylvanian rocks of Iowa and who was the writer's 
field companion when the specimens on ,vhich this report is based 
were collected. 

Occu.rrence.-This species occurs very abundantly in the so-called 
"eighteen-foot limestone" [18 feet above the Mystic coal] but it is 
confined to that horizon. I have found it in the south bank of 
Chariton River, east side of Iowa highway 60, SE¼ sec. 7, T. 69 
N., R. 17 \V., Appanoose County, Iowa; on the west bank of a small 
north-flowing creek, NE¼ sec. 1, T. 70 N., R. 17 \V., Appanoose 
County, Iowa (pl. XXII, fig. 15) ; in the bed of County road G, ¼ 
mile west of Brazil, north side S\V¼ sec. 20, T. 69 N., R. 18 W., 
Appanoose County, Iowa; in the east cut-bank of County road K, 
eighteen feet above the bed of the road, SW¼SW¼ sec. 16, T. 67 
N., R. 16 \V., Appanoose County, Iowa; and in the bed of a small 
creek, fifty yards north of County road S, 2 miles northeast of 
l\Ioravia, N\V¼ sec. 35, T. 71 N., R. 17 W., Monroe County, Iowa 
(pl. XXII, figs. 3, 16, 21). 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 906-918 
(cotypes); the figured specimens are Nos. 915-918. 
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FUSULINA MYSTIOENSIS Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XXIII, :figures 1-3 

Shell large, elongate, fusiform to sub-cylindrical, with bluntly 
pointed poles. In profile representatives of this species are variable, 
but sub-cylindrical forms with very bluntly pointed poles are the 
more common. Mature forms consist of 8½ to 9 volutions and they 
are 8.5 to 10.2 mm in length and 2.6 to 3.0 mm in width. The form 
ratio of mature specimens is 1 :4.0 to 1 :3.0, with an average closer 
to the larger ratio. The average form ratio of 14 specimens is 1 :2.5 
for the third volution, 1 :2.7 for the fourth volution, 1 :3.0 for the 
fifth volution, 1 :3.3 for the SL"{th volution, and 1 :3.2 for the sev
e11th volution. The shell is fusiform in the inner six volutions 
and the poles are sharply pointed, but in the outer volutions the 
poles become very bluntly rounded and the lateral slopes are very 
gentle. 

The septa are thin. The tectoria are very thin near the poles but 
they appear to be relatively thick near the tunnel; this increase in 
thiclmess near the tunnel is due to the addition of material probably 
from the chomata. The diaphanotheca is less dense than the tectoria 
in the upper part of the septa but in the lower part of the septa it 
appears more dense and is not distinguishable from the tectoria. 
The external furrows are essentially straight. The septa are very 
narrowly and highly fluted throughout the length of the shell, but 
in the mid-portion of the shell the :fluting is slightly broader than 
it is near the poles. The septal count varies considerably for differ
ent individuals. The average septal count for 7 sagittal sections is 
23 for the second volution, 28 for the third volution, 30 for the 
fourth volution, 35 for the fifth volution, 39 for the sixth volution, 
and 43 for the seventh volution. The variations for these different 
volutions are 18 to 28, 25 to 31, 29 to 33, 31 to 37, 35 to 45, and 40 
to 53, respectively. 

The proloculum is sub-spherical and is 130 to 175 microns in 
diameter. The inner two volutions are very tightly coiled about 
the proloculum, in the third volution the coiling is somewhat less 
tight and beyond the third volution the chambers become noticeably 
higher. 

The spirotheca is of medium thickness for the genus. The tectoria 
are thin, they are of about equal thi<>knesses, and they are composed 
of rather dense calcite. In the seventh volution beyond the limits 
of the chomata they are about 5 microns thick. The diaphanotheca 
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is of translucent calcite an<l it is about 18.7 microns thick in the 
scYenth Yolution near the tunnel. 

The t unncl is one-third to one-half the height of the chamber and 
about one-fifth as high as "'ic.le in tl1c seventh volution. The tunnel 
angle is 21 to 32 <lcgrers in 1hc seventh volution, with an aYerage 
of about 2G degrees. The rhomata are in the form of very asym
me1rical ridges in the inner five volutions, but in the outer volu
tions the deposits arc rather irregular and they cover the upper 
part uf the spirothcca an<l the septa ,vith rapidly decreasing thick
nesses for about onc-four1 h the distance from the tunnel to the 
poles. 

F'11s1tlina 111ysticcnsis is more nearly similar to Ji'usulina n1ogisfa, 

11. sp.1 than any other dcsr.rihecl ~pecics, but it may be distinguished 
from that species by its srna lier forin ratio, n1ore elongate shell. and 
larger tunnel angle. F. n,y,,.;ficcnsis and F. n1cgista are associated 
together in 1 he same li,ne~tone and gradat ional forms more or less 
intermediate het\\'l'C'll the typrs J1crc :figured arc found, and it is 
possible that F. n1cgisfa is merely a variety of Jl. 111ysticensis. 

Occllrrencr.-This species js found rather abundantly in the so
cal1ed '''fifty-foot limestone" [GO feet nhove the l\l ystic coal] of 
Appanoose County, J o,va; I haY<' found re1n·l'sentativcs of it in the 
cast Ya 11cy ,Yall of ~hoal Creek, 31 4 miles east of C'inc:innati, in 1 he 
so11th ditch of ('ounty road C\ B,\114 see. G, T. 67 N., R. 17 \ V. (pl. 
XXlII , figs. 1-3); in the sc,uth edge of the to,vn of l l ystic, fifty 
feet aboYc \Val nut Cl'cck, fr\Vl 4 sc>r. 16, T. 69 N., J{. 18 \ \ 1.; be
n<'ath the bridge of ('aunty road P, Chariton River, SEt 4 sec. 9. T. 
70 N., R. 19 \V.; i11 the south dit<'h of Io,va high,vay 3, 11 2 milC's 
\\'est of Snnsh ine, NEl 4N\\r1 1 sec. 32, T. 69 N., R. 18 ,v.; au<l 
J -1 mile south of Io,va highway 3, C'ast edge N\\71~ sec. 34, T. 69 N., 
R. 19 , ,7• 

Repository.-State l Tniversity of I o,va, C'atalog-uc Nos. 943-953 
( cotypes) : the figured ~peeimens arc Nos. 951-953. 

FuSULINA :r.11~G ISTA 'fho1npso11, n. sp. 
Plate XXIII, figures 4-6 

( ?) Fusuli?iella 111eeki robusta Dunbar and Condra, 1927, Nebraska 
•Geol. Survey Bull. 2, ser. 2, pp. 80-82, pl. 15, figs. 7, 8. 

Shell large, some,vhat elongate and robust, ,vith bluntly pointed 
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poles, with straight axis of coiling, and with shallo\v external fur
rows. ~Iature specimens of 9 to 9½ volutions are 6.4 to 8.5 mm in 
length and 3.2 to 3.5 mm ii1 \vidth. The form ratio is about 1 :2.0 
in the third volution, 1 :2.1 in the fourth volution, and 1 :2.3 in the 
fifth, sixth and seve11th volutions. ~Iature specimens have a form 
ratio of 1 :2.5 to 1 :2.0 v;•ith an average nearer the smaller ratio. 
The profile of this species is rather uniform throughout the growth 
of the individual and the lateral slopes are slightly conYex in most 
of the specimens, but some specimens have been found that have 
slightly concave lateral slopes near the poles. 

The septa are relati\~ely thick and are composed of an a11terior 
and posterior tectorium, a tectum, and a diaphanotheca. The dia
phanotheca and tectum are of about the same thicknesses as the 
tectum and diaphanotheca of the spirotheca. The tcctoria of the 
septa are well developed in the region of the tunnel but they rapid
ly thin pole,vard. There are about 23 septa in the second volution, 
26 in the third volution, 32 in the fourth volution, 39 il1 the fifth 
volution, 45 in the sL"{th volutio11, and 48 in the seventh Yolutio11. 
The external furrows are essentially straight fro1n pole to pole. 
The septa are very narro,vly and highly fluted throughout the 
length of the shell, and the fluting divides the chambers into cham
berlets. The fusions of the septa that separate the chamberlets 
reach to about four-fifths the height of the chambers, and in many 
cases the fusions do not reach completely to the floor of the cham-
bers. 

The prolocult1m is spherical to sub-spherical and is 140 to 200 
microns in diameter, ,vith an average of about 170 microns. The 
inner three to three and one-half volutions are very tightly coiled 
about the proloculum but the outer volutions have higher septa. 
This change in man11er of coiling takes place through about one-half 
volution. 

The spirotheca is of moderate thickness for the genus. The upper 
tectorium is about 15 microns thick in the center of the tunnel of 
the sixth volution, it becomes somewhat thicker immediately on 
either side of the tunnel, but it is extremely thin in the polar re
gions. The lower tectorium is best deve]oped immediately over the 
t11nnel where it is 8 to 10 microns thick in the sixth volution and it 
is very thin or even absent toward the poles of the outer four volu
tions. The diaphanotheca increases in thickness uniformly from 8 

very thin layer in the first volution to about 19 microns in the sev-
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enth volution near the line of the tunnel. The different layers of 
the spirotheca, in the order of their densities, are tectum, tectoria, 
and diaphanotheca. However, the lo,ver part of the upper tector
ium of the spirotheca as ,veil as the posterior side of the anterior 
tectorium of the septa are of about the same density as the diaph
anotheca. 

The tunnel is of moderate height and it is relatively narrow. The 
line of intersection of the tunnel ,vith axial sections is very irregu• 
lar and the tunnel angle, as determined in the eighth volution, is 
15 to 18 degrees. The tunnel is bordered on either side by deposits, 
the chomata, that form asymmetrical ridges in the inner volution, 
but they become more irregular in the outer volutions and do not 
form definite ridges. These deposits sho,v in axial sections of the 
outer four volutions as more dense portions of the shell, due to the 
abnormal thickness of the septa and the upper part of the spirotheea 
immediately adjacent to the tunnel. 

FusuUna niegista is more nearly similar to F. rnysticen.sis, n. sp., 
than any other described species bllt it can be distinguished from 
that species by its shorter and thicker shell, its more nearly uni
form profile in mature specimens, and its smaller tunnel angle. 

Fusulina ,negista very closely resembles the forms from the 
Pawnee limestone of Kansas described by Dunbar and Condra as 
Fusulinella meeki robusta, and these specimens are probably con
specific with the Iowa specimens. Ho,vever, since it is now kno,vn 
that Fusulinella robusta Dunbar and Condra is more closely related 
to Fusulina cylindrica, the genotype of F1=!ina, than any other 
genotype the name Fus-ulina robusta (Dunbar and Condra) be
comes a homonym of Fusu!ina robusta Meek, and hence the name 
robusta cannot be used for this species. 

Occurre,we.-This species has been found iJ1 only the so-called 
"fifty-foot limestone" (50 feet above the Mystic coal], from five 
different localities in Appanoose County, Io,va. These localities 
are: beneath the bridge over Chru·iton River of County road P, 
SE¼ sec. 9, T. 70 N., R. 19 ,V.; in the south ditch of Iowa high,vay 
3, l½ miles ,vest of Sunshine, NE¼S,V¼ sec. 32, T. 69 N., R. 18 
W. (pl. XXIII, fig. 6) ; the south ditch of County road C, near the 
center SW¼ sec. 6, T. 67 N., R. 17 W. (pl. XXIII, figs. 4-5); and 
¼ mile south of Io,va high,vay 3, cast side NW¼ sec. 34, T. 69 N., 
R. 19 ,V. The specimens described by Dunbar and Condra as 
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'' Fusulinella meeki robusta'', which I believe arc probably con
specific with the cotypes of F1.ts1llina niegista, came from the Pa,mee 
limestone near Pawnee, Kansas. 

Repository.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 928-942 
(cotypes); the figured specimens a1·e Nos. 940-942. 

FusuLINA EXIMIA Thompson, n. sp. 
Plate XXIII, figures 7-10 

Shell rather large for this genus, very elongate, and cylindrical, 
with bluntly rounded poles. The axis of coiling is irregular and 
the lateral slopes are irregular. The external furrows are very 
distinct though shallow. The form ratios of the inner four volu
tions vary considerably among the different specimens, but in the 
outer volutions the profiles a.re, though very irregular, somewhat 
similar. The inner four to four and one-half volutions are irregu
larly fusiform with sharply pointed poles, but the outer volutions 
are cylindrical to subcylindrical and the poles become more blunt. 
Mature forms of 8 to 8½ volutions are about 7.4 mm in length and 
1.7 to 2.1 mm in width. The average form ratio of seven typical 
specimens is 1 :2.8 for the third volution, 1 :3.1 for the fourth volu
tion, 1 :3.6 for the fifth volution, 1 :4.1 for the sixth volution, and 
1 :4.3 for the seventh volution. The form ratio of mature specimens 

is 1 :3.5 to 1 :4.4. 
The septa of this species are very thin and are composed of only 

a tectum and diaphanotheca; however, both sides of the septa are 
partially covered by very thin discontinuous layers of rather dense 
granular calcite that probably correspond to the tectoria of other 
members of this genus. The tectum and the diaphanotheca of the 
septa are the downward continuations of the tectum and diaphano
theca of the spirotheca of the preceding volution. The tectum is 
very dense and thin, and the diaphanotheca is translucent and is 
only slightly thinner than the diaphanotheca of the spirotheca. The 
septa are covered above and on both sides of the tunnel by heavy 
layers of dense calcite which was probably secreted at the same time 
the chomata was formed. The line of the external furrow is broad
ly sinuous to straight. The lower portions of the septa are fluted 
throughout the length of the shell, but near the tunnel the fluting 
is very broad and the fusions of the septa are low. In the regions 
of the poles the fluting becomes narrow and high. Five typical 
sagittal sections give a septal count of 20 to 23 for the second volu-
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tion, 23 to 26 for the third volution, 25 to 30 for the fourth volu
tion, 28 to 36 for the fifth volution, 32 to 37 for the sixth volution, 
and 35 to 37 for the seventh volution. The averages for these same 
volutions are 21, 25, 28, 31, 34, and 36, respectively. 

The proloculum is spherical to sub-ellipsoidal and is 100 to 155 
microns in diameter. The inner two and one-half to three volutions 
are tightly coiled abo11t the proloculum, but the rest of the shell is 
less tightly coiled. 

The spirotheca is thin. The diaphanotheca is composed of rela
tively clear calcite and it increases in thickness from a very thin 
layer in the first volution to 15 microns near the tunnel of the sev
enth volution. The diapha.notheca is overlain by a thin layer, the 
tectum, of dense granular calcite. The tectum is overlain in places 
by a thin layer of lighter calcite that is not everywhere present but 
is found in the earlier volutions near the center of the shell. The 
diaphanotheca is underlain by a thin layer of dense calcite near the 
line of the tunnel that ,vas probably secreted at the same time the 
chomata was formed. 

The tunnel is very lo,v and broad. It is about three-sevenths the 
height of the chambers and one-seventh to one-tenth as high as wide 
in the seventh volution. The intersection of the tunnel with axial 
sections forms a slightly irregular path. The tunnel angle is 28 to 
52 degrees. The tunnel is bordered by well developed ridges, the 
chomata, which are essentially symmetrical and that are abot1t one
third the height of the chamber and one-half as high as broad. 

In general external appearances Fusulina eximia somewhat re
sembles Fusulina, mysticen.sis, n. sp. ; however, it differs from that 
species especially in that it is more elongate and smaller, its septa 
are very differently fluted, its spirotheca is thinner, and its tunnel 
angle is much larger. F. eximia is larger, more elongate, and quite 
different in shape from Fusulina haw<>rthi ,vhite of the l\Iillsaps 
formation of Texas. 

Fusulina exi:niia is very similar to Fusulin-ella ha,wo1·thi Dunbar 
and Condra from just below the Lonsdale limestone of Illinois, and 
it may be conspecific with that species; however, the Io,va specimens 
are more elongate and more nearly cylindrical, and the septa are 
apparently less highly fluted. It is possible that the specimens 
here described as F. exirnia are conspecific with Fus,tlina hauJo-rthi 
(Beede) of the lower Fort Scott limestone at Fort Scott, Kansas. 
However, Beede 's brief description of that species was not accom-
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panied by an illustration and his types have apparently been mis
placed. As there is some disagreement among paleontologists as to 
the exact nature of F. haworthi it seems that until the cotypes of 
that species are found or until good topotypes are illustrated and 
described it will be best to consider F. eximia as a distinct species. 

The spirotheca of F. eximia differs from the more primitive 
representatives of Ftt,Sulina s. s., here described, primarily in that 
the layers of spirotheca are much thinner and the septal fluting is 
less highly developed across the median portion of the shell. The 
diaphanotheca is well developed, but no traces of aveoli are discern
able. F. exi1nia seems to be somewhat intermediate between typical 
representatives of Fusuvina and t_ypical Triticites, but its septal 
fluting and spirotheca structure sho,v its affinities to be closer to 
the genus Fusulina. 

Occurrence.-FUS'Ulina eximia has been found only in the upper 
one foot of calcareous shale immediately beneath the so-called "float
ing-rock" [about 80 feet above the Mystic coal], 1/8 mile north of 
Iowa highway 3, 1/ 8 mile west of the large creek, at the water-fall 
of a small east-flowing creek, 1 mile west by north of Centerville 
courthouse, SE¼ sec. 26, T. 69 N., R. 18 W., Appanoose County, 
Iowa (pl. XXIII, figs. 7-10) ; and in the same horizon on the east 
bank of Iowa highway 60, in the northeast corner of the town of 
Centerville. 

Reposit01·y.-State University of Iowa, Catalogue Nos. 954-961 
( cotypes) ; the figured specimens are Nos. 958-961. 
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PLATE XX 

All the specimens figured on this plate ,came from the middle and lower 
portion of the Cherokee of Southeastern Iowa. 

Page 

Figs. 1,2,7,9,12,13,17,22,24-27-7fede7cinde/lina euthysepta (Henbest) f ...... 282 

1,2,12,13-Axial sections, x20; 17, 22,24-26-ex
ternal views, xlO; 7-tangential section, x20; 
9,27-sagittal section, x20. 

3,6,15,16,20,21-W edekimdellina dunbari Thompson, n. sp ..... 285 

3-Tangential section showing unfluted septa, 
x20; 6-axial section, x20; 15,20-external 
views of slightly weathered specimens, xlO; 
16-external vie\V showing unfluted antetheca, 
x20; 21-sa.gittal section, x20. 

4,5,14,23-W edekindellina 1tm/ ormi.s Thompson, n. sp. 289 

5-Axial section, x20; 14,23-external views of 
mature and sub-mature specimens, xlO; 4-
sagittal section, x20. 

8,10,11,18,19-W edekindellina elfina Thompson, n. sp. ...... 28 7 

8,11-Axial sections, x20; 18,19-external views, 
xlO; 10-sagittal section, x20. 

28-30-Fusulinella iowensis Thompson, n. sp. ........ 296 

28-Axial section, x20; 29-external view, xlO; 
30-sagittal section, x20 . 
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PLATE XXI 

All of the specimens illustrated on this plate came from the middle of the 
Cherokee of Lucas and Monroe counties, Iowa. All illustrations are unre
touched photographs. 

Figs. 

P age 

3, 7,10,18-Fusulina leei Skinner ............................................ 301 

3-Axial section, x20; 7-tangential section, x20 ; 
18-sagittal section, x20; 10-external view, xlU. 

1,2,4,5,8,12-15,19,20-F1t.sUma lcayi Thompson, n. sp ............................. 303 

5,8,13,19-Axial sections; x20; 1,2-tangential sec• 
tions showing septa.I fluting, x20; 4,20-sagitta l 
sections, x20; 12,14,15-external views, xl0. 

6,9,11,16,17-F,usulina 7 proble1natica, Thompson, n. sp. ···-····· 306 

16,17-Axial sectio.ns showing innermost volutions 
and proloculum, x20; 19-sagittal section, x20; 
20-external view, xl0. 

• 
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PLATE XXII 

AJl of the specimens illustrated on this plate came from the middle and up
per portions of the Des Moines series of south-central Iowa. All illustrations 
are unretouched photographs. 

Page 

Figs. 2,9,12,l 7,19-Fusulvna lucasensi.s Thompson, n. sp ................................. 309 

2,12-Axial sections, x20; 9-sagittal section, x20; 1 i,19-
external views, xlO. 

4,13,14,18-Fitsulina euryteines Thompson, n. sp ................................. 310 

4,13-Axial sections, xlO; 14-sagittal section, xlO; 18-
external view, xlO. 

6,8,10,ll-Fusiilvna p-wmila Thompson, n. sp ....................................... 313 

10,11-Axial sections, xlO; 8-sag·ittnl section, xlO; 6-ex
ternal view, xlO. 

1,5, 7,20-Fits-ulina girtyi, (Dunbar and Condra) ·········-··················· 314 
5,7-.A..'Cial sections, xlO; 1-sagittal section, xlO; go-ex• 

tern al view, xl 0. 

3,15,16,21-F,usuli-na stoo7ceyi Thompson, n. sp ..................................... 316 

15,16-.A..xia.l sections, xlO; 3-sagittal section, xlO; 21-
external view, xlO . 
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P LATE XXIII 

All of the specimens illustrated on this plate came from tho upper po1-tion 
of the Des Moines se1·ies of soutb·contral Iowa. All illustrations are unre• 
touched photographs. 

Page 

Figs. 1·3-F us1tlina mysti.censis Thompson, n. sp. ·······························-········· 319 
1-Axial section, xl O; 2-sagittal section, xlO; 3-external view, 

xlO. 

4·6-Fusulina 1negista Thompson, n. sp ................................................. 320 
4-Axial section, xlO; 5-sagittal section, xlO; 6-external view, 

xlO. 

7 ·10-Fusulina c.i;i1nia Thompson, n. sp ................................................... 323 
7·8-Axial sections, xlO; 9-sagittal section, xl O; IO-external 

view, xlO. 
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similis, 300, 318 
stookeyi, 300, 312, 316 
tregoensis, 300, 314 
ventricosa, 299, 314 
vulgaris exigua, 281 

Fusulinella, 278, 281, 291, 301, 307 
biconica, 297 
bocki, 291, 293, 295, 297, 307 
bradyi, 291 
euthusepta, 282 
euthysepta, 278, 279 
girtyi, 299, 300, 315 

haworthi, 310, 324 
iowensis, 278, 294, 296, 308 
itoi, 295 
Meeki, 310, 312 
minuta, 279, 288 
primaeva, 294 
quadrata, 293 
robusta, 320, 322 
sphaerica, 291 

Girtyina, 299 
haworthi, 300, 324 
ventricosa, 299, 315 

Leeina, 298, 301 
Liverpool formation, 278 
Melonia (Borelis) sphaeroidea, 291 
Mystic coal, 278 
Neofusulinella, 291, 292, 295, 307, 308 

elongata, 292 
giraudi, 292 
lantenoisi, 292, 293 
minima, 292 
praecursor, 292, 293 
schwagerinoides, 292, 293 

Orobias, 291 
bradyi, 291 

Parafusulina, 298 
Pawnee limestone, 278 
Polydiexodina, 298 
Pseudofusulina, 298, 301 
Schubertella, 281, 293, 295, 307, 308 

gallowayi, 294 
tran.sitoria, 293, 294, 308 

Stafl'ella, 291, 293 
quadrata, 293 
sphaerica, 291, 293 
sphaeroidea, 291 

Stonefort limestone, 278 
Tradewater formation, 278 
Triticites, 299, 301, 325 

exiguus, 281 
nebraskensis, 281 

Wedekindella, 278 
c,oloradoensis, 279 
coloradoensis perforata, 279 
excentrica, 279 
excentrica magna, 279 

Wedekindellina, 277, 278, 279, 295 
coloradoensis, 279 
coloradoensis perforata, 279 
dunbari, 279, 285 
elfina, 279, 287 
euthysepta, 278, 277, 279, 282, 286 
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excentrica, 279 
excentrica magna, 279 
henbesti, 279 
minuta, 279, 288, 290 
rawi, 280 
uniformis, 279, 288, 289 

Wedekindia, 279 
henbesti, 279 

White Breast coal, 277, 278 
Yangchienia, 293, 295, 307, 308 

iniqua, 293 




